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Abstract

We present the results of a phenomenological study of unpolarized nuclear structure functions fo
kinematical region ofx andQ2. As a basis of our phenomenology we develop a model which takes
account a number of different nuclear effects including nuclear shadowing, Fermi motion and b
nuclear pion excess and off-shell correction to bound nucleon structure functions. Within this appro
perform a statistical analysis of available data on the ratio of the nuclear structure functionsF2 for different
nuclei in the range from the deuteron to the lead. We express the off-shell effect and the effective sc
amplitude describing nuclear shadowing in terms of few parameters which are common to all nuc
have a clear physical interpretation. The parameters are then extracted from statistical analysis of d
result, we obtain an excellent overall agreement between our calculations and data in the entire kin
region ofx andQ2. We discuss a number of applications of our model which include the calculation
deuteron structure functions, nuclear valence and sea quark distributions and nuclear structure func
neutrino charged-current scattering.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The lepton Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) has been since long time a powerful tool to
the structure of hadrons and nuclei at small and intermediate scales. After the discovery
parton structure of nucleons, DIS remains to be the primary source of experimental infor
on the distribution of quark and gluon fields in the nucleon and nuclei and a valuable t
test predictions of QCD. New data from high-intensity electron (Jefferson Laboratory) an
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trino (NuMI at Fermilab and JPARC in Japan) beams will allow in future to further extend
knowledge of the nucleon and nuclear structure from high-precision experiments.

The role of nuclei in DIS studies is dual. First, it should be noted that the study of nuc
small space–time scales is interesting by itself and it can provide valuable insights into the
of nuclear force and properties of hadrons in nuclear medium. On the other hand the nucle
often serve as the source of information on hadrons otherwise not directly accessible. A
example is the extraction of the neutron structure function which is usually obtained from
terium and proton data in a wide kinematic region. This procedure requires, in turn, a d
knowledge of nuclear effects in order to control the corresponding systematic uncertaintie
other example is the determination of nuclear parton distribution functions which are uni
high-momentum transfer characteristics of complex nuclei.

Significant nuclear effects were discovered in charged lepton DIS experiments [1–13].
observations rule out a simple picture of a nucleus as a system of quasi-free nucleons a
cate that the nuclear environment plays an important role even at energies and momen
larger than those involved in typical nuclear ground state processes. The study of nuclei i
fore directly related to the interpretation of high-energy physics from hadron colliders to
target experiments. The measurements of nucleus–nucleus and proton–nucleus intera
RHIC [15] and LHC [16] will help to clarify the nuclear modifications of the parton distri
tions, as well as to define the initial conditions towards the studies of new states of ma
heavy ion collisions.

The understanding of nuclear effects is particularly relevant for neutrino physics, whe
tiny cross section with matter requires the use of heavy nuclear targets in order to collec
nificant number of interactions. The presence of an axial-vector component in the weak
and the quark flavour selection differentiate neutrinos from charged leptons and imply a
complex description of nuclear effects in neutrino scattering. The role of nuclear correcti
neutrino structure functions has been recently emphasized [17] after the NuTeV collab
reported a deviation from the Standard Model prediction for the value of the weak mixing
(sin2 θW ) measured in neutrino DIS [18]. One of the original motivations of the present wo
indeed related to the extraction of the weak mixing angle from neutrino DIS data of the NO
experiment [19]. It must be remarked that nuclear effects are important not only in the de
nation of electroweak parameters, but also for the understanding of neutrino masses and
The recent high-intensity NuMI [20] and JPARC [21] neutrino facilities offer the possibilit
perform a detailed study of nuclear effects in neutrino interactions on a relatively shor
scale. The construction of a future neutrino factory [22] would then allow to reach the ult
precision of the neutrino probe.

The main experimental information on nuclear structure functions comes from charged-
scattering DIS experiments performed at CERN [2–8], SLAC [9,10], FNAL [11,12] and rec
at JLab [13,23]. The measurements usually refer to the ratioR2 of the structure functionF2 of
two nuclei (usually a complex nucleus to deuterium). Additional data from the Drell–Yan
tion of protons off nuclear targets are also available [14]. From the studies of data on th
R2 one can separate a few regions of characteristic nuclear effects: depletion of nuclea
ture functions at small Bjorkenx (x < 0.05) known as shadowing region; a small enhancem
of nuclear structure functions for 0.1 < x < 0.3 (antishadowing); depletion with a minimu
aroundx = 0.6–0.7 followed by a rise at largex (known as “EMC effect” after the name of th
experiment which discovered it). It is interesting to note that a clearQ2 dependence has bee
reported only in the shadowing region, while for 0.1 < x < 0.6 R2 is almostQ2 independent
However, the data available on theQ2 dependence of nuclear effects are still scarce. One o
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main drawbacks of all existing data is the strong correlation betweenx andQ2 resulting from the
kinematics of fixed (stationary) target experiments. As a result, significant regions of the(x,Q2)

plane are still uncovered in DIS experiments.
Many different theoretical models have been proposed to explain the basic features of d

a detailed summary of the current understanding of nuclear corrections we refer to recent
and references cited therein [24–27], see also discussion in Section 4 of this paper). Th
elling is important to derive some insights on the underlying physics of observed pheno
However, consistent and quantitative description of nuclear effects in DIS in a wide kinem
region ofx andQ2 and for a wide range of nuclei are clearly needed. In this paper we pe
a quantitative study of data aiming to develop a model of nuclear DIS applicable in the an
of existing data and in the interpretation of future experiments. In order to describe nucle
over a wide kinematical region we take into account many effects including nuclear shad
nuclear pion excess, Fermi motion, nuclear binding and off-shell corrections to bound n
structure functions. It should be noted that if some effects, such as Fermi motion and n
binding, are well constrained by other studies or data, the remaining ones are less know
main example is the off-shell correction which describes the modification of structure fun
of bound nucleons in nuclear environment. We study this effect phenomenologically by pa
terizing the off-shell correction to the nucleon structure function in terms of a few param
which are fixed from statistical analysis of nuclear data, together with the corresponding
tainties. It is worth to emphasize that these parameters are universal, i.e. common for all
since they are related to the nucleon structure. In a certain sense the off-shell correction
considered as a new structure function which describes the response of the nucleon pa
tributions to the variation of the nucleon invariant mass. Even if this structure function
accessible for free proton and neutron, it can be probed in nuclear reactions.

It should be also emphasized that different nuclear effects in different kinematical regi
x are correlated by DIS sum rules. For example, the light-cone momentum sum rule links
nucleon and pion contributions to DIS. We use this requirement in order to constrain m
contributions to nuclear structure functions. Another example is the baryon number su
which links shadowing and off-shell corrections. In our approach the off-shell effect provid
mechanism of cancellation of a negative nuclear-shadowing contribution to the normaliza
nuclear valence quark distributions.

After fixing the parameters of our model, we compute predictions for a number of ap
tions. In particular, we discuss nuclear valence and sea quarks at highQ2 and compute nuclea
corrections to neutrino structure functions. These subjects will be treated more extensi
future publications.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly summarize the DIS kinem
for electron (muon) and neutrino scattering and introduce notations used in this pape
tion 3 provides information on the nucleon structure functions and parton distributions nec
for our analysis. Section 4 is devoted to the theoretical framework to treat different n
corrections in our studies. In particular, in Section 4.1 we examine the derivation of n
structure functions in the approximation of incoherent scattering off bound nucleons a
clear pions (Section 4.1.3), the off-shell effects in the structure functions and quark distrib
(Section 4.1.6) and coherent nuclear effects leading to nuclear shadowing and antisha
(Section 4.2). In Section 5 we discuss in detail the nuclear input which is used in our an
(Sections 5.1 to 5.3), the model of off-shell effects (Section 5.4) and effective scattering
tude (Section 5.5). The analysis of data is described in Sections 5.6 and 5.7. In Sectio
present the results obtained from our fits to nuclear data. TheQ2 andA dependence of nuclea
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effects are discussed in Sections 6.4 to 6.5. In Section 7 we apply our approach to study
parton distributions (Section 7.1) and neutrino structure functions (Section 7.2). In Appen
we provide the details of the integration in nuclear convolution and in Appendix B the mu
scattering coefficients are given.

2. Kinematics of lepton inelastic scattering

Consider the scattering of acharged lepton(electron or muon) off a nucleon with the fou
momentump = (Ep,p) and massM . The scattering matrix element to leading order in
electromagnetic coupling constantα = e2/4π ≈ 1/137 is determined by the standard one-pho
exchange process. In inclusive scattering, the final hadronic state is not detected and th
ential cross section is fully given by hadronic tensorWµν , which is the sum of hadronic matr
elements of the electromagnetic currentJ em

µ over all final hadronic states (see, e.g., [28])

Wµν(p,q) = 1

4π

∑
n

(2π)4δ(p + q − pn)〈p|J em
µ (0)|n〉〈n|J em

ν (0)|p〉, (1)

whereq is four-momentum transfer to the target.
We do not consider the polarization effects and assume the averaging over the targ

beam polarizations. Then only the symmetric part of the hadronic tensor contributes to th
section. Because of the conservation of electromagnetic current, time reversal invarian
parity conservation in electromagnetic interaction, the symmetric hadronic tensor has
independent Lorentz structures (see, e.g., [28])

Wµν(p,q) = −g̃µν F1 + p̃µp̃ν

F2

p · q , (2)

whereF1,2 are Lorentz-invariant structure functions, and, for simplicity, we use the follow
notations:

g̃µν = gµν − qµqν

q2
, (3a)

p̃µ = pµ − qµ

p · q
q2

. (3b)

We use the normalization of states〈p|p′〉 = 2Ep(2π)3δ(p − p′) for both bosons and fermion
With this normalization the hadronic tensor and the structure functionsF1,2 are dimensionless.

The structure functions are the functions of two independent invariant variables. In
inelastic regime the Bjorken variablex = Q2/(2p · q) and four-momentum transfer squar
Q2 = −q2 are usually used as the variables the structure functions depend on.

The polarization averaged differential cross section is determined by the structure fun
F1,2. In terms of the variablesx andQ2 the cross section reads

d2σ

dx dQ2
= 4πα2

xQ4

[(
1− y − (Mxy)2

Q2

)
F2 + xy2

(
1− 2m2

l

Q2

)
F1

]
, (4)

wherey = p · q/p · k. The variabley is not independent variable and related tox andQ2 via
the equationxy = Q2/(2p · k). The lepton mass term is kept in Eq. (4) for the sake of comp
ness. Although it is negligible in electron deep inelastic scattering, it might be relevant for
scattering at small momentum transfer or forτ lepton scattering.
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The structure functionsF1,2 can be related to the virtual photon helicity cross section
projecting Eq. (1) onto the states with definite photon polarizations. These states are de
by the photon polation vectors. In the reference frame, in which the momentum transfer is
thez-axis,q = (q0,0⊥, qz), qz = −|q| the photon polarization vectors are

e± = (0,1,±i,0)/
√

2, (5a)

e0 = (qz,0⊥, q0)/Q, (5b)

whereQ = √
Q2. The polarization vectorse+ ande− describe transversely polarized states w

helicities+1 and−1, respectively (right- and left-polarized photons). The vectore0 corresponds
to the longitudinally polarized (scalar) virtual photons. The polarization vectors are ortho
to momentum transfer,e± · q = e0 · q = 0, and obey the orthogonality and the normalizat
conditions,e± · e0 = 0, e∗± · e± = −1, e2

0 = 1.
The helicity structure functions are

W± = e
µ
±

∗
Wµνe

ν± = F1, (6a)

W0 = e
µ
0

∗
Wµνe

ν
0 = γ 2F2/(2x) − F1, (6b)

whereγ = |q|/q0 = (1 + 4x2M2/Q2)1/2. In applications the transverse and the longitud
structure functions are commonly used

FT = x(W+ + W−) = 2xF1, (7a)

FL = 2xW0 = γ 2F2 − 2xF1. (7b)

Let us briefly consider the scattering of (anti)neutrino. In the Standard Model neutrin
either couple to chargedW± bosons or to neutralZ boson. In the former case interaction
driven bycharged curent(CC)J±

µ = V ±
µ − A±

µ with V ±
µ andA±

µ the charged components of t
vector and axial-vector current. The interaction withZ boson is described by theneutral current
(NC) which is the superposition of the isovector weak left current and electromagnetic c
J 0

µ = √
2(V 3

µ − A3
µ − 2 sin2 θWJ em

µ ), whereθW is the Weinberg weak mixing angle.
The hadronic tensor for CC or NC interaction is given by Eq. (1) with the electromagneti

rent replaced by the corresponding weak current. The Lorentz decomposition of hadronic
is different for neutrino case and includes additional terms compared to Eq. (2). For exam
CC neutrino interaction we have1 (see, e.g., [28])

W±
µλ = −g̃µλF

W±
1 + p̃µp̃λ

FW±
2

p · q + iεµλ(p, q)
FW±

3

2p · q
+ qµqλ

Q2
FW±

4 + qµpλ + qλpµ

p · q FW±
5 , (8)

where we denoteεµλ(a, b) = εµλαβaαbβ . The first two terms withF1 andF2 in Eq. (8) are simi-
lar to those in charged-lepton scattering and appear due to VV and AA interactions in Eq. (
term withF3 describes parity-violating VA and AV interference. The termsF4 andF5 are presen
because the axial current does not conserve. The contributions from the structure functF4

1 The tensorW+
µλ corresponds to interaction mediated byW+ boson and describes neutrino CC scattering whileW+

µλ
describes antineutrino. It should also be remarked that the neutrino and antineutrino NC structure functions are
since neutrino and antineutrino in NC scattering couple to the same hadronic NC. This is not the case for CC
and antineutrino structure functions.
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terms vanish in the NC cross section). It was also shown thatF4 = 0 and 2xF5 = F2 in the lead-
ing order and in the limit of massless quarks (Albright–Jarlskog relations [29]). Recently
argued that the second of these relations survives the higher order and the target mass co
in massless QCD, while the relation forF4 should be replaced byF4 = F2/(2x) − F1 [30].

The relations between the helicity structure functions and the structure functionsF1,2,3 in the
neutrino scattering are

W± = F1 ± γF3, (9a)

W0 = γ 2F2/(2x) − F1. (9b)

The definition ofFT,L by Eq. (7) also apply in this case. One observes from Eqs. (9) tha
structure functionF3 determines the left–right asymmetry in the transverse helicity struc
functions.

3. Nucleon structure functions

The structure functions remain important observables to probe QCD structure of proto
neutron and nuclei. In this section we briefly review the characteristics of nucleon structure
tions necessary for our analysis.

3.1. QCD perturbative regime

In the region ofQ2 large compared to the nucleon scale the structure functions can be an
in perturbative QCD. A working tool of this analysis is the operator product expansion (
[31]. Using the OPE, the contributions from different quark-gluon operators to hadronic t
can be ordered according to theirtwist. For the DIS structure functions this leads to the expan
in inverse powers ofQ2:

Fa

(
x,Q2) = FLT

a

(
x,Q2) + Ha(x,Q2)

Q2
+O

(
1/Q4), (10)

wherea labels the type of the structure function (a = T ,2,3). The first term is the leading twis
(LT) contribution andHa are the twist-4 contributions (higher twist, HT).

The leading twistcontribution is directly related to the distributions of quarks and glu
inside the nucleon, the parton distribution functions (PDFs) via the DIS factorization the
as a convolution with coefficient functions (for more detail see, e.g., Ref. [32] and refer
therein). The coefficient functions depend on the process and the type of the structure f
but are independent of the target. These functions are computable as power series inαS . The
parton distributions are independent of the process but do depend on the target.

The PDFs have non-perturbative origin and cannot be calculated in perturbative QCD
ever, theQ2 dependence of the PDFs can be handled using QCD perturbation theory,
governed by the well-known DGLAP evolution equations with the kernel given by the spl
functions [33].

The one-loop (NLO) coefficient and splitting functions have been computed since
time [34]. The two-loop (NNLO) coefficient functions [35] and the corresponding splitting f
tions [36] are now also available. In our analysis of nuclear data we use both the coe
functions and the PDFs to NNLO approximation calculated inMS scheme using the factoriz
tion and the renormalization scales set toQ2.
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The HT components involve interactions between quarks and gluons and lack simple
bilistic interpretation.

It must be noted that the twist expansion was derived in the massless limit. If a finite ma
the nucleon target is considered, the new terms arise in Eq. (10) that mix operators of d
spin, leading to additional power terms of kinematical origin—the so-calledtarget mass correc
tions(TMC). If the parameterx2M2/Q2 is small, the TMC series can be absorbed in the lea
twist term [37]. Therefore, Eq. (10) remains valid with the LT terms replaced by

F TMC
T

(
x,Q2) = x2

ξ2γ
F LT

T

(
ξ,Q2) + 2x3M2

Q2γ 2

1∫
ξ

dz

z2
F LT

2

(
z,Q2), (11a)

F TMC
2

(
x,Q2) = x2

ξ2γ 3
F LT

2

(
ξ,Q2) + 6x3M2

Q2γ 4

1∫
ξ

dz

z2
F LT

2

(
z,Q2), (11b)

xF TMC
3

(
x,Q2) = x2

ξ2γ 2
ξF LT

3

(
ξ,Q2) + 2x3M2

Q2γ 3

1∫
ξ

dz

z2
zF LT

3

(
z,Q2), (11c)

whereγ = (1+ 4x2M2/Q2)1/2 andξ = 2x/(1+ γ ) is the Nachtmann variable [38].
However, it must be remarked that the derivation of [37] was given in the zeroth orderαS ,

assuming that the target quarks are on-shell and neglecting the transverse degrees of
Furthermore, Eqs. (11) suffer the so-called threshold problem. Indeed, it follows from Eq
that the target mass corrected inelastic structure functionsF TMC

2 remain finite asx → 1 even if
the LT terms vanish in this limit. Clearly, the regionx close to 1 is beyond the applicability
Eqs. (11). However, in the applications to nuclear structure functions at largex it is important to
meet the threshold condition. One possible way to deal with this problem is to expand Eq
in power series inQ−2 and keep a finite number of terms. In particular, keeping the LT and
1/Q2 term we have

F TMC
T

(
x,Q2) = F LT

T

(
x,Q2)

+ x3M2

Q2

(
2

1∫
x

dz

z2
F LT

2

(
z,Q2) − ∂

∂x
F LT

T

(
x,Q2)), (12a)

F TMC
2

(
x,Q2) =

(
1− 4x2M2

Q2

)
F LT

2

(
x,Q2)

+ x3M2

Q2

(
6

1∫
x

dz

z2
F LT

2

(
z,Q2) − ∂

∂x
F LT

2

(
x,Q2)), (12b)

xF TMC
3

(
x,Q2) =

(
1− 2x2M2

Q2

)
xF LT

3

(
x,Q2)

+ x3M2

Q2

(
2

1∫
dz

z2
zF LT

3

(
z,Q2) − ∂

∂x

(
xF LT

3

(
x,Q2))). (12c)
x
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In this approximation the structure functions have a correct threshold behavior and vanish
limit of x → 1, provided that the LT terms and their derivatives vanish in this limit.

In general, the target mass corrections should also be applied to the HT terms in the
order terms in the twist expansion (10). In this paper we only consider twist 2 and 4 term
consistency we do not consider 1/Q4 terms in Eqs. (11), (12) and do not apply TMC to HT term
We also note, that the extrapolation of the target mass corrections to off-shell regionp2 	= M2 is
important in the treatment of the nuclear effects and will be discussed in Section 4.1.6.

3.2. Structure function phenomenology

The twist expansion and PDFs as universal, process-independent characteristics of th
are at the basis of extensive QCD phenomenology of high-energy processes. In phen
logical studies, the PDFs are extracted from QCD global fits. A number of such analys
available [39–41]. In our studies of nuclear data described in Sections 5.6 to 6.5 we use
sults by Alekhin [39] who provides the set of the nucleon PDFs obtained with the coefficien
splitting functions calculated to the NNLO approximation.2 Furthermore, the HT terms and th
PDF uncertainties have also been evaluated in [39].

It should be also remarked that the twist expansion and perturbative QCD apparently
down at lowQ2. Furthermore, the conservation of electromagnetic current requires the str
functionF2 to vanish asQ2 for Q2 → 0. The data seem to indicate the presence of a trans
region between perturbative and non-perturbative regimes atQ2 about 1 GeV2. In our studies of
nuclear effects in the structure functions some data points at smallx are in the low-Q2 region.
In order to match low-Q and high-Q regions we apply spline interpolations for the struct
functions which obeys the current conservation requirements.

4. Nuclear structure functions

In this section we describe a theoretical framework which will be the basis of phenome
ical studies of nuclear DIS data discussed in Sections 5 to 6.

The mechanisms of nuclear DIS appear to be different for small and large Bjorkenx as viewed
from the laboratory system. The physics scale for this separation comes from the comparis
characteristic DIS time, which is also known as Ioffe lengthLI = 1/(Mx) (see, e.g., Ref. [28])
and an average distance between bound nucleons in nuclei which is about 1.5 Fm. At large
x > 0.1 the characteristic DIS time is smaller than average internucleon distance. This
vation justifies the use of the incoherent approximation for the nuclear Compton amplitu
this region. It was realized long ago that the nucleon momentum distribution (Fermi motion) is
important effect even in the scaling limit and results in the enhancement of nuclear str
functions at large Bjorkenx [43]. After discovery of the EMC effect [1] the calculation of n
clear DIS in impulse approximation was revisited [44,46,48–50] and effect ofnuclear binding
was emphasised which explains a significant part of the observed dip in the EMC ratio atx ∼ 0.6
(for a review of the EMC effect and more references see [25–27]).

Effects beyond the impulse approximation are important. It should be noted that beca
binding, the nucleons do not carry all of the light-cone momentum of the nucleus and th

2 In our analysis we use PDFs obtained from new fits optimized in the lowQ2 region and including additional dat
with respect to [39]. This extraction of PDFs also takes into account the nuclear effects in the deuterium data as d
in the present paper (see Section 5.7). Results from the new fits will be reported elsewhere.
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mentum sum rule is violated in the impulse approximation. A natural way to correct this pro
is to explicitly consider the pion contribution to the structure functions [54] which balances
ing momentum. Several calculations of thepion correctionto nuclear structure functions ha
been performed in different approaches and approximations [55]. Although all calculation
dict some enhancement at smallx, the concrete predictions are model-dependent. In this p
we calculate nuclear pion correction following the approach of Ref. [47] in which the pion
tribution was constrained using the equations of motion for interacting pion–nucleon syste
using the light-cone momentum balance equation we effectively constrain the contributio
all mesonic fields responsible for nuclear binding.

It should be noted that bound nucleons are off-shell particles and their structure fun
can be different from those of free nucleons.Off-shell effectsin nuclear DIS were discusse
in a number of papers [45,46,48,50,51,53]. It was shown that, because of spin 1/2, the off-
shell nucleon is characterized by the increased number of structure functions which dep
the nucleon virtuality as an additional variable [48–51]. However, in the vicinity of the m
shell (which is the relevant case for nuclei) the off-shell nucleon can still be described
same number of structure functions as the on-shell nucleon [48–50]. Nevertheless, the o
dependence of structure functions remains an important effect through which the modifica
the internal structure of the bound nucleon in nuclear environment can be assessed. It sh
also emphasized that the off-shell effect provides the specific mechanism of balancing a n
contribution to the nuclear baryon number sum rule from nuclear shadowing effect (for deta
Sections 6.1 and 6.2). In Section 4.1 we discuss the derivation of the nuclear structure fu
in the presence of off-shell effects with the full consideration of the nucleon spin. The trea
of the off-shell effect in the parton distributions is discussed in more detail in Sections
and 5.4.

In the small-x region the space–time picture of DIS is different. Forx � 0.1 the character
istic DIS time is large on the nuclear scale, the nuclear DIS becomes “stretched” in time
the longitudinal direction. The process can be viewed as the intermediate boson first flu
into a quark pair which can form a complex configuration (hadronic or quark-gluon) which
scatters off the target. As an average time of life of such fluctuation is large compared to a
distance between bound nucleons, the photon interaction with nuclear targets resembles
properties [57,58]. In particular, since hadron scattering amplitudes are almost imaginary
energy, the double scattering correction to the DIS cross section is negative leading to
shadowingeffect, similar to that in hadron scattering [56]. Nuclear shadowing in DIS was
ject to intensive studies [60] (for a review of nuclear shadowing and more references se
[24,27]). In the present paper we treat nuclear shadowing effect in a semi-phenomeno
approach by introducing phenomenological amplitude which describes interaction of ha
component of the intermediate boson with the nucleon and consider the propagation of th
in nuclear environment using multiple scattering theory. Details are discussed in Section

Summarizing we write the nuclear structure functions as the sum of incoherent and co
contributions

FA
a = F

p/A
a + F

n/A
a + F

π/A
a + δFA

a , (13)

whereF
p/A
a , Fn/A

a , Fπ/A
a denote the contributions to the structure function of typea from bound

protons, neutrons, and nuclear pions, respectively. The last term in Eq. (13) is a correct
to nuclear coherent interaction. The exact meaning of all these terms will be explained
following sections.
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4.1. Incoherent scattering approximation

The DIS hadronic tensor is given by the imaginary part of the virtual photon Compton
plitude in the forward direction. In the incoherent scattering regime (largex) taking into accoun
the nucleon spin the nuclear hadronic tensor can be written as (see also [47–49])

WA
µν(PA,q) =

∑
τ=p,n

∫
[dp]Tr

[
Ŵτ

µν(p, q)Aτ (p;A)
]
, (14)

where the sum is taken over the protons and neutrons, Tr is taken in the nucleon Dirac sp
the integration is performed over the nucleon four-momentum,[dp] = d4p/(2π)4. In Eq. (14)
Aτ (p;A) is the imaginary part of the proton (τ = p) or the neuteron (τ = n) propagator in the
nucleus

Aτ
αβ(p;A) =

∫
dt d3reip0t−ip·r 〈A|Ψ̄ τ

β (t, r)Ψ τ
α (0)|A〉 (15)

with Ψ τ
α (t, r) the nucleon field operator andα andβ the Dirac spinor indeces. The off-she

nucleon electromagnetic tensor̂Wµν(p, q) is the matrix in the Dirac space. On the mass s
p2 = M2, averagingŴµν(p, q) over the nucleon polarizations we obtain the nucleon tenso

Wτ
µν(p, q) = 1

2
Tr

[
(/p + M)Ŵτ

µν(p, q)
]
. (16)

In off-shell region, the Lorentz tensor structure ofŴµν is more involved than the correspon
ing structure of the on-shell nucleon tensor. In order to establish the tensor structure ofŴµν we
expand the latter in terms of a complete set of Dirac matrices{I, γ α, σαβ, γ αγ5, γ5}. The vari-
ous coefficients in this expansion must be constructed from the vectorsp andq, and from the
symmetric tensorgαβ and the antisymmetric tensorεµναβ . For the symmetric part ofŴµν we
keep only those terms which are even under time-reversal and parity transformations, sin
such terms can contribute toF1,2. Keeping only current-conserving terms we have 7 indepen
Lorentz–Dirac structures which can be written as [48,51]

2Ŵsym
µν (p, q) = −g̃µν

(
f

(0)
1

M
+ f

(1)
1 /p

M2
+ f

(2)
1 /q

p · q
)

+ p̃µp̃ν

p · q
(

f
(0)
2

M
+ f

(1)
2 /p

M2
+ f

(2)
2 /q

p · q
)

+ f
(3)
2

p · q p̃{µg̃ν}αγ α, (17)

whereg̃µν andp̃µ are given by Eq. (3). The curly braces in the last term denote symmetryz

over Lorentz indeces, i.e.a{µbν} = 1
2(aµbν + aνbµ). The coefficientsf (j)

i in Eq. (17) are the
dimensionless Lorentz-invariant functions ofx, Q2 and the nucleon offshellnessp2.

Similar analysis can also be applied to the antisymmetric part ofŴµν for the neutrino scat
tering. This term is described by the structure functionsF3 in Eq. (8). For off-shell nucleon th
result can be written as [50]

2Ŵasym
µν (p, q) = i εµναβ

2p · q qα

[(
f

(0)
3

M
+ f

(1)
3 /p

M2
+ f

(2)
3 /q

p · q
)

pβ + f
(3)
3 γ β

]
, (18)

where the coefficientsf (j) are dimensionless Lorentz-invariant functions ofx, Q2 andp2.
3
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By substituting Eqs. (17) and (18) into Eq. (16) one observes that atp2 = M2 Eqs. (2) and (8)
are recovered with the nucleon structure functions given by

F1 = f
(0)
1 + f

(1)
1 + f

(2)
1 , (19a)

F2 = f
(0)
2 + f

(1)
2 + f

(2)
2 + f

(3)
2 , (19b)

F3 = f
(0)
3 + f

(1)
3 + f

(2)
3 + f

(3)
3 . (19c)

It should be noted that the Dirac equation is the underlying reason of simplification of the L
structure of the hadronic tensor of the on-shell nucleon.

One important observation which follows from this analysis is that Eq. (14) does not f
ize into completely separate nuclear and nucleon parts. The off-shell nucleon is describ
independent structure functions in the symmetricP -even hadronic tensor (f

(i)
1 andf

(i)
2 ) and 4

independent structure functionsf (i)
3 in the P -odd antisymmetric hadronic tensor. These fu

tions depend onp2 as an additional variable and weighted in Eq. (14) with generally diffe
nuclear distributions.

Clearly, the fact that we have to deal with unknown functions not present for the on
nucleon introduces additional uncertainty in the calculation of nuclear structure functions.
ever, in practice it may be quite sufficient to treat nuclei as non-relativistic systems. In this
the nuclear hadronic tensor considerably simplifies, as will be discussed in the next sectio

4.1.1. The limit of weak nuclear binding
Let us now discuss Eq. (14) in the limit of weak nuclear binding. We assume that the n

is a non-relativistic system with small characteristic momentum and energy of bound nuc
|p| � M, |p0 − M| � M . The antinucleon degrees of freedom are neglected in this app
mation. A non-relativistic approximation to Eq. (14) is derived using the relation betwee
relativistic four-component nucleon fieldΨ and the non-relativistic two-component operatorψ

(for simplicity we suppress the isospin indexτ )

Ψ (p, t) = e−iMt

(
(1− p2/8M2)ψ(p, t)

(σ · p/2M)ψ(p, t)

)
, (20)

where the nucleon operators are taken in a mixed(p, t) representation. The renormalization o
erator 1− p2/(8M2) is introduced to provide a correct normalization of non-relativistic nuc
field ψ , i.e. the operatorψ†ψ is normalized to the nucleon number to orderp2/M2.

In order to make the non-relativistic reduction of Eq. (14), we separate the nucleon
from the energyp0 and write the four-momentum of the bound nucleon asp = (M + ε,p). We
then substitute Eq. (20) into Eq. (14) and reduce the four-dimensional Dirac basis to th
dimensional spin matrices. In this way we examine all Lorentz–Dirac structures in Eqs. (1
(18) and keep the terms to orderε/M andp2/M2. The result can be summarized as follows:

1

MA

Tr
(
A(p;A)Ŵµν(p, q)

) = 1

M + ε
P(ε,p)Wµν(p, q), (21)

whereMA is the mass of a nucleusA and

P(ε,p) =
∫

dt exp(−iεt)〈A|ψ†(p, t)ψ(p,0)|A〉/〈A|A〉 (22)
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is the non-relativistic nuclear spectral function normalized to the number of nucleons
corresponding isospin state∫

[dp]Pp,n(ε,p) = (Z,N). (23)

Note that the factorMA in the left side of (21) is absorbed in the normalization of nuclear st
〈A|A〉 in Eq. (22). The hadronic tensorWµν(p,q) in Eq. (21) is given by Eq. (2) with the struc
ture functions

F1
(
x,Q2,p2) = f

(0)
1

(
1+ p2 − M2

2M2

)
+ f

(1)
1

p2

M2
+ f

(2)
1 , (24a)

F2
(
x,Q2,p2) = f

(0)
2

(
1+ p2 − M2

2M2

)
+ f

(1)
2

p2

M2
+ f

(2)
2 + f

(3)
2 , (24b)

F3
(
x,Q2,p2) = f

(0)
3

(
1+ p2 − M2

2M2

)
+ f

(1)
3

p2

M2
+ f

(2)
3 + f

(3)
3 . (24c)

From Eq. (21) we obtain a non-relativistic approximation to the nuclear hadronic tensor (1

WA
µν(PA,q)

MA

=
∑

τ=p,n

∫ [dp]
M + ε

Pτ (ε,p)Wτ
µν(p, q), (25)

which is a basic equation for further analysis of nuclear DIS.
A few comments are in order. It should be emphasized that the non-relativistic limit is

with respect to the nucleon momentum. In the derivation of Eq. (21) we keep terms to
p2/M2 andε/M and neglect the higher-order terms. Furthermore, Eq. (21) is valid for arb
momentum transferq. Note the factorization of the high-energy amplitudeWµν from the spectra
functionP which describes the low-energy part of the problem. In the vicinity of the mass
the hadronic tensor involves the same number of independent structure functions as on t
shell. Therefore the problem of “splitting” of structure functions in the off-shell region (i.e
problem of additional nucleon structure functions) can be avoided in this region. Eqs. (24
the nucleon structure functions in the off-shell region in the vicinity of the mass-shell an
easy to see that Eqs. (24) reduce to Eqs. (19) atp2 = M2 thus assuring a correct on-shell limit

Let us extract the relations between the nuclear and the nucleon structure function
Eq. (25). Nuclear structure functions are given by Eq. (2) withp replaced byPA and x by
xA = Q2/(2MAq0). However, it is convenient to consider the nuclear structure functions a
functions of the variablex = Q2/(2Mq0) instead of the “natural” nuclear scaling variablexA.
We then defineFA

T,L(x,Q2) = FA
T,L(xA,Q2) and xFA

3 (x,Q2) = xAFA
3 (xA,Q2). In order to

separate the structure functions we contract the both sides of Eq. (25) with the virtual p
polarization vectors (5) and consider the helicity structure functions. As a result we have

FA
T

(
x,Q2) =

∑
τ=p,n

∫
[dp]Pτ (ε,p)

(
1+ γpz

M

)(
Fτ

T + 2x′2p2⊥
Q2

Fτ
2

)
, (26a)

FA
L

(
x,Q2) =

∑
τ=p,n

∫
[dp]Pτ (ε,p)

(
1+ γpz

M

)(
Fτ

L + 4x′2p2⊥
Q2

Fτ
2

)
, (26b)

where in the integrandFτ
a with a = T ,L,2 are the structure functions of bound proton (τ = p)

and neutron (τ = n) with the four-momentump = (M + ε,p), x′ = Q2/(2p·q) = x/[1 + (ε +
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fields
γpz)/M] is the Bjorken variable for the bound nucleon andp⊥ is the transverse component
the nucleon momentum with respect to the momentum transfer. The off-shell nucleon st
functions depend onx′, momentum transfer squareQ2 and the virtualityp2 = (M + ε)2 −p2 as
additional variable. In Eq. (26) the off-shell transverse and longitudinal structure functio
given by equations similar to (7) withM2 replaced byp2, i.e. FT = 2x′F1, FL = γ ′2F2 − FT

with γ ′2 = 1+ 4x′2p2/Q2. Using Eqs. (26) we have for the nuclear structure functionFA
2

γ 2FA
2

(
x,Q2) =

∑
τ=p,n

∫
[dp]Pτ (ε,p)

(
1+ γpz

M

)(
γ ′2 + 6x′2p2⊥

Q2

)
Fτ

2 . (27)

The nuclear structure functionF3 can be extracted from the left-right asymmetry in the he
ity amplitudes, Eq. (9). We have [50]

xFA
3

(
x,Q2) =

∑
τ=p,n

∫
[dp]Pτ (ε,p)

(
1+ pz

γM

)
x′Fτ

3 . (28)

Eqs. (26) to (28) allow us to compute the structure functions of a generic nucleus as a
lution of nuclear spectral function, which describes the distribution of the bound nucleon
momentum and separation energy, with the bound proton and neutron structure functions

We also comment that the transverse motion of the bound nucleon in the target res
causes the mixture of different structure functions in Eqs. (26a) and (26b) to orderQ−2 (notep2⊥
terms in these equations). This effect on the ratioFA

L /FA
T was recently discussed in [52].

4.1.2. Convolution representation
If Q2 is high enough to neglect power terms in (26)–(28) then these equations can be

as two-dimensional convolution. For example, for the structure functionF2 we have

FA
2

(
x,Q2) =

∫
y>x

dy dv
[
fp/A(y, v)F

p

2

(
x/y,Q2, v

) + fn/A(y, v)Fn
2

(
x/y,Q2, v

)]
, (29)

wherefp/A(y, v) andfn/A(y, v) are the proton and the neutron distributions over the fractio
light-cone momentumy and the virtualityv = p2. The proton (neutron) distribution function
given in terms of the proton (neutron) spectral function as follows [47,48]

f (y, v) =
∫

[dp]P(ε,p)

(
1+ pz

M

)
δ

(
y − 1− ε + pz

M

)
δ
(
v − p2). (30)

The distribution functions are normalized to the number of bound protons (neutrons), as f
from Eq. (23). Equations similar to (29) hold for other structure functions with the same nu
distribution functions. If we further neglect off-shell effects in the structure functions, Eq.
reduces to the familiar one-dimensional convolution.

It is instructive to calculate the average nucleon light-cone momentum〈y〉N per one nucleon
Using Eq. (30) we have

〈y〉N = 1+ 〈ε〉 + 2
3〈T 〉

M
, (31)

where〈ε〉 and〈T 〉 are the average nucleon separation and kinetic energies. Because of b
effect we have〈y〉N < 1 (using our nuclear spectral function from Section 5.2 we have for
〈y〉N = 0.966). The missing nuclear light-cone momentum apparently should be carried by
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responsible for nuclear binding. In our approach the missing light-cone momentum is ba
by nuclear pion field. Note that this situation is qualitatively similar to the balance of light-
momentum in the nucleon in which about a half of the nucleon momentum is carried by g
However, in nuclear case the fraction of pion light-cone momentum is much smaller beca
nuclei are weakly-bound systems. The scattering from nuclear pions is discussed below.

4.1.3. Pion contribution to nuclear structure functions
The lepton can scatter off virtual pions which are exchanged by bound nucleons. Th

correction to nuclear hadronic tensor can be written as follows (see, e.g., [47])

Wπ/A
µν (PA,q) = 1

2

∑
π

∫
[dk]Dπ/A(k)Wπ

µν(k, q), (32)

whereWπ
µν(k, q) is hadronic tensor of a pion with four-momentumk and the functionDπ/A

describes the distribution of pions in a nucleus and the sum is taken over different types o
The distributionDπ/A can be expressed in terms of the pion propagator in a nucleus as

Dπ/A(k) =
∫

d4x exp(ik · x)〈A|ϕi(x)ϕi(0)|A〉, (33)

where ϕi is the pion field operator in the corresponding isospin state. Theπ0 state is de-
scribed by real pseudoscalar fieldϕ3, while the charged pion states are described by the com
pseudoscalar fields(ϕ1±ϕ2)/

√
2. The factor 1/2 in Eq. (32) is because of the chosen represe

tion of the pion field operator in Eq. (33) in whichϕ is real (particle and antiparticle are identica
In the further discussion of pion effect it is convenient to consider the normalized pion d

bution, i.e. independent of normalization of the target state. We define this as follows

Dπ/A(k) =
∫

dt exp(ik0t)〈A|ϕ∗(k, t)ϕ(k,0)|A〉/〈A|A〉, (34)

ϕ(k, t) =
∫

d3r exp(ik · r)ϕ(r, t), (35)

whereϕ(k, t) is the pion field operator in momentum representation. Using translational in
ance it is easy to verify thatDπ/A(k) = Dπ/A(k)/(2MA) in the nucleus rest frame.

In order to extract the pion contribution to nuclear structure functions we contract both
of Eq. (32) with the photon polarization vectors. Assuming that the hadronic tensor for off
pions is given by Eq. (2) we obtain from Eq. (32)

F
π/A
T

(
x,Q2) =

∑
π

∫
[dk]Dπ/A(k)

(
k0 + γ kz

)(
Fπ

T + 2x′2k2⊥
Q2

Fπ
2

)
, (36a)

F
π/A
L

(
x,Q2) =

∑
π

∫
[dk]Dπ/A(k)

(
k0 + γ kz

)(
Fπ

L + 4x′2k2⊥
Q2

Fπ
2

)
, (36b)

γ 2F
π/A

2

(
x,Q2) =

∑
π

∫
[dk]Dπ/A(k)

(
k0 + γ kz

)(
γ ′2 + 6x′2k2⊥

Q2

)
Fπ

2 , (36c)

xF
π/A

3

(
x,Q2) =

∑
π

∫
[dk]Dπ/A(k)

(
k0 + kz/γ

)
x′Fπ

3 , (36d)

whereFπ/A
a denotes the pion correction to the nuclear structure functionFA

a . In the integrandFπ
a

are the structure functions of virtual pion with four-momentumk, k⊥ is transverse compone
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of the pion momentum relative to the direction of momentum transfer andx′ = Q2/(2k · q) is
the pion Bjorken variable. The pion structure functions in Eqs. (36) depend onx′, Q2 and pion
invariant massk2 = k2

0 − k2 as an additional variable. The transverse and longitudinal stru
functions are related toF1 andF2 asFT = 2x′F1, FL = γ ′2F2 −FT with γ ′2 = 1+ 4x′2k2/Q2.
The mixture of the structure functionsFT andFL in Eqs. (36) is because of transverse motion
nuclear pions, similar to the corresponding effect in Eqs. (26) for bound nucleons.

At high Q2 Eqs. (36) can be written in a convolution form. For example, pion correctio
F2 can be written as

F
π/A

2

(
x,Q2) =

∑
π

∫
x<y

dy dv fπ/A(y, v)Fπ
2

(
x/y,Q2, v

)
, (37)

fπ/A(y, v) = 2yM

∫
[dk]Dπ/A(k)δ

(
y − k0 + kz

M

)
δ
(
v − k2). (38)

Similar equations hold for other structure functions in Eqs. (36). If one neglects the off
dependence of the pion structure functions then Eq. (37) reduces to the standard one-dim
convolution with the pion light-cone distribution which is given by Eq. (38) integrated overv. We
note that the distribution function by Eq. (38) is antisymmetric function,fπ/A(−y) = −fπ/A(y).
This property allows us to derive the sum rules for the odd moments of the pion distrib
function which will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.3. Note that beyond the le
order approximation the gluonic effects should also be considered.

4.1.4. Application to the deuteron
So far the discussion did not refer to particular nuclear target. In this section we app

discussed formalism to thedeuteron. The deuteron is an isoscalar bound state of the proton
the neutron. The residual nuclear system is, therefore, the proton or neutron and the
function is given in terms of the deuteron wave functionΨD(p)

Pp,n(ε,p) = 2πδ

(
ε − εD + p2

2M

)∣∣ΨD(p)
∣∣2, (39)

whereεD = MD − 2M andp2/2M are the deuteron binding energy and the spectator nuc
recoil energy, respectively. The deuteron structure functions then become

FD
T

(
x,Q2) =

∫
d3p

(2π)3

∣∣ΨD(p)
∣∣2(1+ γpz

M

)(
FN

T + 2x′2p2⊥
Q2

FN
2

)
, (40a)

FD
L

(
x,Q2) =

∫
d3p

(2π)3

∣∣ΨD(p)
∣∣2(1+ γpz

M

)(
FN

L + 2x′2p2⊥
Q2

FN
2

)
, (40b)

γ 2FD
2

(
x,Q2) =

∫
d3p

(2π)3

∣∣ΨD(p)
∣∣2(1+ γpz

M

)(
γ ′2 + 6x′2p2⊥

Q2

)
FN

2 , (40c)

xFD
3

(
x,Q2) =

∫
d3p

(2π)3

∣∣ΨD(p)
∣∣2(1+ pz

γM

)
x′FN

3 , (40d)

whereFN
a = (F

p
a + Fn

a )/2 with a = T ,2,3 are the structure functions of the isoscalar nucle
The variables of these structure functions are similar to those of Eqs. (26)–(28) and we
write them explicitly.
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4.1.5. Application to complex nuclei
Unlike the deuteron, the spectral function of complex nuclei does not reduce to the g

state wave function but includes, generally infinite, set of excited residual states (this can b
directly from Eq. (22) by inserting the complete set of intermediate states). Furthermore, co
nuclei typically have different numbers of protons and neutrons and, in contrast to the de
case, the calculation of nuclear structure functions requires both the isoscalar and the is
contributions. In order to take into account this effect we explicitly separate the isoscal
the isovector contributions to Eqs. (26)–(28). To this end we consider generic integrand
convolution formulas and write∑

τ=p,n

PτF τ
a = Pp+nFN

a +Pp−nF
p−n
a /2, (41)

where we denotePp±n = Pp ± Pn and FN
a = 1

2(F
p
a + Fn

a ) and F
p−n
a = F

p
a − Fn

a for the
structure function of typea.

In an isoscalar nucleus with equal number of protons and neutrons Eq. (41) is domina
the isoscalar contribution and one generally assumesPp−n = 0. However, it must be remarke
that this equation is violated by a number of effects even in the isoscalar nucleus. The
difference between the proton and neutron spectral functions is generated by the Coulom
action and isospin-dependent effects in the nucleon–nucleon interaction. The discussion
effects goes beyond the scope of this paper and we leave them for future studies. Ins
focus on the neutron excess effect for heavy nuclei.

We write the isoscalar and isovector spectral functions in terms of reduced functioP0
andP1 as

Pp+n = AP0, (42a)

Pp−n = (Z − N)P1. (42b)

The functionsP0 andP1 are normalized to unity as follows from Eq. (23). These spectral fu
tions are quite different. The functionP0 involves the averaging over all isoscalar intermed
states. The functionP1 probes the isovector component in a nucleus and its strength is p
about the Fermi surface as argued in Section 5.2. The model spectral functionsP0 andP1, which
are used in this paper, are discussed in Section 5.2.

Using Eqs. (41) and (42) we can write each of the structure functiona = T ,2,3 as

FA
a = A

〈
FN

a

〉
0 + Z−N

2

〈
F

p−n
a

〉
1, (43)

where the averaging〈Fa〉0,1 denotes the integration in Eqs. (26)–(28) with the reduced spe
functionsP0 andP1, respectively.

We conclude this section by commenting that data are sometimes naively corrected
neutron excess effect neglecting Fermi motion and binding effects (as well as any other n
effects) in the isovector and the isoscalar distributions. As follows from the present discu
the Fermi motion and binding effects are quite different in the isoscalar and the isovector
butions in heavy nuclei. If neglected, this effect may cause an additional systematic unce
in data and a distortion of final results.

4.1.6. Off-shell effects
The bound proton and neutron are off-mass-shell and their structure functions diffe

those of the free proton and neutron. The off-shell nucleon structure functions depend
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nucleon virtualityp2 as an additional variable. Therefore, the off-shell effects in the stru
functions are closely related to the target mass corrections. Target mass effects in the o
nucleon can be of two different kinds. First, similarly to the on-shell nucleon, we have to
into account the kinematical target mass dependence due to the finitep2/Q2 ratio. We assume
that this effect is described by Eqs. (11), where the nucleon mass squared is replaced byp2 (this
leads in turn to the modification of the parameterγ and the variableξ in the off-shell region).
Furthermore, the dependence onp2 appears already at leading twist (LT) at the PDF level as
argued in [46,48,50,51]. Thus off-shell effects in the LT structure functions can be viewe
measure of the nucleon’s modification inside nuclear medium.

Since we treat nuclei as non-relativistic systems it would be enough to consider the o
effect as a correction. We expand the nucleon LT structure functions in the vicinity of the
shell in series inp2−M2. Keeping only the linear term we have forF2

F2
(
x,Q2,p2) = F2

(
x,Q2)(1+ δf2

(
x,Q2) p2−M2

M2

)
, (44)

δf2
(
x,Q2) = ∂ lnF2(x,Q2,p2)

∂ lnp2
, (45)

where the first term is the structure function of the on-mass-shell nucleon and the deriva
evaluated atp2 = M2. Similar expressions can be written for the other structure functions.

The functionδf2 can be related to the corresponding off-shell functions for the nucleon p
distributions. The necessary relation can be obtained by writingF2 in terms of a convolution o
the parton distributions with the corresponding coefficient function according to the given
in αS . In order to simplify discussion and illustrate this relation we can consider the s
leading order expression ofF2

F2 = x
∑

e2
i (qi + q̄i ), (46)

whereei andqi (q̄i) are the charge and the distribution of (anti)quarks of the typei and the sum
is taken over different types of quarks. The off-shell function for the parton distributionq(x) is
defined similarly to Eq. (45),δfq = ∂ lnq/∂ lnp2. Then from Eq. (46) we have a relation

F2(x)δf2(x) = x
∑

e2
q

[
q(x)δfq(x) + q̄(x)δfq̄(x)

]
. (47)

One can conclude from Eq. (47) that at largex, where the antiquark distributions can be
glected,δf2 is dominated by quarks. For simplicity we neglect the isospin effect and as
δfu = δfd = δfq , thenδf2 = δfq at largex. At smallx both, the quark and the antiquark con
butions, have to be taken into account.

Off-shell effects in nucleon structure functions were discussed in [48,50] using the sp
representation of the quark distributions in the nucleon with four-momentump

q
(
x,p2) =

∫
ds

tmax∫
dtDq/N

(
s, t, x,p2). (48)

The integration in Eq. (48) is taken over the mass spectrum of spectator statess and the quark
virtuality t = k2 with the kinematical maximumtmax= x[p2 − s/(1−x)] for the givens andp2.
The invariant spectral densityDq/N measures the probability to find in a nucleon with momen
p, a quark with light-cone momentumx and virtualityt and the remnant system in a state w
invariant masss.
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We conclude from Eq. (48) that thep2 dependence of quark distributions can have
sources: thep2 term in tmax (kinematical off-shell dependence), and thep2 dependence of th
quark spectral functionDq/N (dynamical off-shell dependence). The kinematical off-shell ef
causes a negative correction to the bound nucleon structure functions that results in an e
EMC effect, as first noticed in [46,48]. However, if only the kinematical off-shell effects are t
into account the number of valence quarks in the nucleon would change withp2. It can be seen
directly from Eq. (48) that the normalization of the quark distribution decreases asp2 decreases
provided that the spectral density is positively defined. This observation indicates that of
effect of dynamical origin must also be present. A method to estimate the dynamical of
effects minimizing the model dependence was suggested in [48], in which the conserva
the valence quark number in off-shell nucleon was used as a constraint. A partial cance
between the kinematical and dynamical off-shell effects was found in [48,50]. Howeve
off-shell effect in the structure functions remains an important correction. In this paper we
the functionδf2 phenomenologically and fix it from nuclear data as discussed in more de
Section 5.

4.2. Coherent nuclear effects

Nuclear shadowing effect was extensively discussed in the literature. A recent pape
provides a review of both data and theoretical models of nuclear shadowing.

It appears to be a common wisdom that nuclear shadowing is a result of coherent inte
of hadronic component of virtual photon with target nucleus. The structure functions at sx
can be presented as a superposition of contributions from different hadronic states. We c
the helicity structure functionsW0 andW±, as defined in Eq. (6), that will allow us to discu
nuclear effects in charged-lepton and neutrino interactions on the same ground. We have

Wh =
∑

v

wvσ
v
h (s), (49)

whereσv
h (s) is the total cross section of scattering of the hadronic statev with the given helicity

h = 0,±1 off the target nucleon (or nucleus) with the center-of-mass energys = Q2(1/x−1) +
M2 and the quantitieswv describe the weight of different hadronic states.

At low Q2 the vector meson dominance model (VMD) was proved to be a good tool to
uate nuclear corrections to the structure functions [58]. In this model the structure functio
approximated by contributions from a few vector-meson states. The weights for the electr
netic current arewv = Q2/(πf 2

v )(1+ Q2/m2
v)

−2 with fv the photon–meson coupling consta
andmv the vector meson mass. Usually only the lowest mass vector mesons (ρ0, ω, φ) are
important at lowQ2 � 1 GeV2. The VMD structure functions have strongQ2 dependence an
decrease asQ−2 at highQ. In the generalized versions of VMD, the higher-mass states inclu
continuum have also been considered that made it possible to apply the model at higherQ2 (see,
e.g., [24]).

In this paper we approximate the sum over hadronic states in Eq. (49) by a factorized f

Wh

(
x,Q2) = wh

(
x,Q2)σ̄h(s), (50)

whereσ̄h is aneffectivecross section corresponding to helicityh averaged over hadronic co
figurations andwh is remaining normalization factor. At lowQ2 the quantityσ̄h corresponds
to the average over a few vector meson states. AsQ2 increases, the averaging in (50) involv
the rising number of active hadronic configurations. Since the relative weight of higher
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conclude that̄σh should decrease withQ2. In the approach adopted in this paper we will treatσ̄h

phenomenologically.
In this paper we are concerned with the relative effect of nuclear interactions

δRh

(
x,Q2,A/N

) = δWA
h

(
x,Q2)/WN

h

(
x,Q2), (51)

whereδWA
h is the nuclear structure function of helicityh subtracted incoherent contribution (c

Eq. (13)). Assuming that the weight factors are not affected by nuclear effects, from Eq. (5
conclude that the relative nuclear correction to the structure functions equals the corresp
correction to the effective cross section

δRh(A/N) = δσ̄A
h /σ̄N

h , (52)

whereδσ̄A, similar toδWA, is the nuclear cross section subtracted incoherent contribution
problem of calculation of nuclear corrections to structure functions at smallx thus reduces to th
calculation of multiple scattering effects on effective hadronic cross section.

4.2.1. Application to the deuteron
We now consider this effect in application to the deuteron. In order to calculate the

owing correction we consider hadron elastic scattering amplitudea(s, k) with s the center-of-
mass energy andk the momentum transfer. We choose the normalization of the amplitude
that the optical theorem reads Ima(s,0) = σ(s)/2 and parametrize the scattering amplitude
a = (i + α)(σ/2)exp(−Bk2/2), where the exponent describes the dependence on mome
transfer.3 The hadron–deuteron scattering amplitude in forward direction can be written as

aD = ap + an + δaD, δaD = iapanCD
2 , (53)

whereap andan are the scattering amplitudes off the proton and the neutron andδaD the double
scattering correction.CD

2 can be written in terms of the deuteron wave function as

CD
2 = 1

(2π)2

∫
d2k⊥ SD(k⊥, kL)e−Bk2⊥ , (54)

SD(k) =
∫

d3r eik·r ∣∣ΨD(r)
∣∣2. (55)

Note that Eq. (53) is the scattering amplidude of an off-shell hadron with four-momentq.
For this reason there appears a finite longitudinal momentum transferkL = Mx(1 + m2/Q2),
which accounts for a finite longitudinal correlation length of a virtual hadron (kL = 0 for the
scattering of on-shell particles).

We apply Eqs. (52) and (53) in order to calculate coherent nuclear effects for different
ture functions. It should be remarked that helicity conserves in multiple scattering intera
and the scattering matrix is diagonal in helicity basis. For this reason the multiple scatterin
rections involve the amplitudes with the same helicity. We also assume no isospin effect,
effective scattering amplitudes of the given helicity are equal for the proton and the neutro
us first discuss the transverse structure functionFT . The relative shadowing correction to t
transverse structure function is

δRT

(
x,Q2,D/N

) = σT

(
α2

T − 1
)
CD

2 /2, (56)

3 Such dependence is confirmed experimentally and for low mass vector mesons the value of the paramB is
between 4 and 10 GeV2 depending onQ2 (see, e.g., [58]).
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whereσT andαT are parameters of effective scattering amplitude of transversaly polarize
tual photon. A particular model of the scattering amplitude used in our analysis is discus
Section 5.5.

Relation similar to Eq. (56) holds in the longitudinal channel. It follows from Eq. (50) tha
ratio R = FL/FT equals the corresponding ratio of the cross sectionsσL/σT provided that the
normalization factorw(x,Q2) is independent of helicity. This holds in the VMD for low-ma
mesons and we also assume that this is approximately true for the contribution from highe
states. Thus using Eq. (56) and assumingαL = αT we find that the relative shadowing correctio
for longitudinal and transverse structure functions is simply determined byR

δRL(x,Q2,D/N)

δRT (x,Q2,D/N)
= R

(
x,Q2), (57)

whereR(x,Q2) is calculated for the nucleon.
Eqs. (56) and (57) allow us to compute the nuclear shadowing effect for the structure fu

F2 in terms of the corresponding correction toFT . Indeed, recalling Eqs. (7) we have

δR2(D/N) = δRT (D/N) + RδRL(D/N)

1+ R
. (58)

Taking into account (57) we find the factor(1 + R2)/(1 + R) difference between shadowin
effect forF2 andFT .

Let us discuss the shadowing effect for the structure functionxF3. This structure function is
given by the left–right asymmetry in helicity structure functionsW+ − W−. Therefore, in this
case the problem reduces to computing the multiple scattering effect for the difference
corresponding scattering amplitudes. We denote�a = a+ − a−. The non-zero difference�a is
generated because of vector–axial vector current transitions in the hadronic tensor. The
scattering correction to�a can readily be derived from Eq. (53)

δ�aD = 2i�a aT CD
2 , (59)

where we denoteaT = (a+ + a−)/2. It follows from Eq. (59) that the relative shadowing effe
for the cross section asymmetry is determined by the cross sectionσT . Using Eqs. (53) and (59
we find

δR�(D/N)

δRT (D/N)
= 2

1− α�αT

1− α2
T

. (60)

We observe from this equation that the shadowing effect is enhanced for the cross
asymmetry by the factor of 2 with respect to the shadowing effect for the cross sectionσT if
we neglect the effect of real part of the amplitudes [61]. To clarify the origin of this enha
ment we consider a somewhat simplified VMD model with the single vector meson (ρ meson)
and the axial-vector meson (a1 meson). In this model the structure functionsFL and FT in
charged-current scattering are determined by the diagonal vector–vector and axial vecto
vector transitionsV N → V N andAN → AN , while the structure functionF3 is driven by the
off-diagonal transitionsV N → AN andAN → V N . The cross section of the off-diagonal tra
sitions is much smaller than the cross sections of the direct processes. For this reason,xF3 � F2
at smallx. However, the nuclear multiple scattering corrections to off-diagonal processV → A

are determined by a strong cross section of the diagonal processesV → V andA → A. This
becomes clear if we consider the double scattering term for the off-diagonal nuclear amp
To this order the nuclear scattering proceeds via two steps: the off-diagonal scattering fro
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nucleon followed by the diagonal scattering from the second nucleon. The off-diagonal s
ing can be interchanged with the diagonal scattering that leads to the factor of 2 enhanc
which appears to have the combinatorial origin.

4.2.2. Application to complex nuclei
We now turn to the discussion of the shadowing effect in complex nuclei. We appl

Glauber–Gribov multiple scattering theory to calculate the multiple scattering effect on
tive cross sections. LetaA be the nuclear scattering amplitude in forward direction. We
assume no isospin dependence of the scattering amplitude, i.e.ap = an. ThenaA can be written
as (see, e.g., [58] and references therein)

aA = Aa + δaA, δaA = ia2CA
2 (a), (61)

wherea is the corresponding nucleon amplitude andCA
2 incorporates the multiple scatterin

effects and read as follows

CA
2 (a) =

∫
z1<z2

d2b dz1 dz2 ρA(b, z1)ρA(b, z2)exp

[
i

z2∫
z1

dz′ (a ρA(b, z′) − kL

)]
. (62)

HereρA is the nucleon density distribution normalized to the number of nucleonsA and the
integration is performed along the collision axis, which is chosen to bez-axis, and over the trans
verse positions of nucleons (impact parameterb). If only the double scattering approximation
considered then the exponential factor in Eq. (62) should be omitted. The exponential fa
Eq. (62) accounts for multiple scattering effects (see, e.g., [58]).

We note that Eqs. (61) and (62) were derived assuming that the wave function factoriz
the product of the single particle wave functions and neglecting short-range correlation
between bound nucleons (optical approximation). We comment in this respect that the
lations are relevant only if the coherence lengthLc = 1/kL is comparable to the short-ran
repulsive part of the nucleon–nucleon force, which is about 0.5 fm. This takes place at rel
largex, for which shadowing effect is small (see discussion in Ref. [24]).

The transverse momentum dependence of elastic scattering amplitudes was also ne
since the transverse size of the meson-nucleon amplitude in the impact parameter spa
orderB−1/2, much smaller than the radius of the nucleus.

We first discuss multiple scattering correction to the transverse structure function. Th
ative shadowing correction is determined by effective scattering amplitudeaT of transversely
polarized virtual photon

δRT (A/N) = σT Re(i + αT )2CA
2 (aT )/2. (63)

If the real part of the amplitude is small then multiple scattering correction is negative beca
destructive interference of forward scattering amplitudes on the upstream nucleons that
shadowingof virtual hadron interactions. It should be also noted that if the real part is large
the interference in the double scattering term is constructive that would lead to antishad
effect.

If the coherence length of hadronic fluctuation is small compared to average nuclear
Lc � RA, then the oscillating factor in Eq. (62) suppresses multiple scattering effect. The
point of coherent nuclear effects can be estimated by comparing the coherence length of h
fluctuationLc with the averaged distance between bound nucleons in the nucleusrNN. The co-
herent nuclear effects take place if the coherence length is large enoughLc > rNN. Since for
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any massm2 of intermediate hadronic stateLc < (Mx)−1 the region of coherent nuclear effec
is limited to smallx for anyQ2, x < (MrNN)−1. Nuclear shadowing saturates if the cohere
lengthLc exceeds average nuclear radius that happens at smallx and the conditionLc ∼ RA

defines the transition region with strongx dependence of the shadowing correction.
The rate of multiple scattering interactions is controlled by mean free path of hadronic

tuation in a nucleus(ρAσ)−1. If this is small enough compared with nuclear radius, which is
case for heavy nuclei, then multiple scattering effects are important.

It can be easily seen from Eqs. (61) and (62) that if the dependence ofCA
2 on the scattering

amplitude can be neglected, then Eq. (57) generalizes to complex nuclei. This corresp
the case when the double scattering saturates the multiple scattering corrections. Gene
heavy nuclei Eq. (57) should be replaced by

δRL(x,Q2,A/N)

δRT (x,Q2,A/N)
= R

(
x,Q2)Re[(i + αL)2CA

2 (aL)]
Re[(i + αT )2CA

2 (aT )] , (64)

with aL andaT the effective scattering amplitudes for longitudinally and transversely pola
photons. The relation between the nuclear shadowing effect forF2 andFT in heavy nuclei can
be derived from Eqs. (58), (63) and (64).

We now discuss the multiple scattering corrections to the right–left asymmetry in the h
scattering amplitudes and the generalization of Eq. (60) to heavy nuclei. The multiple sca
correction to the difference�a = a+ − a−, as follows from Eqs. (61) and (62), can be written

δ�aA = i
[
a2+CA

2 (a+) − a2−CA
2 (a−)

]
, (65)

wherea± are the corresponding nucleon amplitudes. We now use the fact that|�a| � |aT |,
whereaT = 1

2(a+ + a−) is the amplitude averaged over the transverse polarizations of the
mediate boson, and expand Eq. (65) in�a keeping only the linear term. We have

δ�aA = 2i�a aT CA
2 (aT ) − �a a2

T CA
3 (aT ), (66)

where

CA
3 (a) = −i∂CA

2 (a)/∂a

=
∫

z1<z2<z3

d2b dz1dz2 dz3 ρA(b, z1)ρA(b, z2)ρA(b, z3)

× exp

[
i

z3∫
z1

dz′(a ρA(b, z′) − kL

)]
. (67)

The first term in the right side of Eq. (66) is similar to that in Eq. (59). This term is drive
the double scattering term (the quadraticρ2

A term). However, the higher order multiple scatter
terms also contribute to (66) through non-linear effects inCA

2 andCA
3 . Note in this respect tha

the expantion of the termCA
3 in the multiple scattering series starts from the tripple scatte

termρ3
A. The analytical expressions forCA

2 andCA
3 calculated for uniform density distribution

which is used in our analysis described in Section 5.7, are given in Appendix B.
Using Eq. (66) it is straightforward to compute the relative multiple scattering correcti

the cross section asymmetryδR�(A/N) = δ�σA/�σ that also determines the nuclear shado
ing effect for the structure functionF3. The resulting expression forδR�(A/N) is somewhat
cumbersome in general case and we do not give it explicitly here. It should be note
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δR�(A/N) does not depend on the cross section asymmetry�σ for the nucleon but does de
pend onα� = Re�a/ Im�a. If we keep only the double scattering term thenδR�(A/N) is
given by Eq. (60) also in the case of complex nuclei. However, this relation is violated by h
order scattering terms.

5. Description of the model

In the following we discuss in detail the model which is used to describe nuclear stru
functions. The model incorporates the treatment of both the coherent and incoherent pr
as described in Section 4. We use the model nuclear spectral function calculated in a man
approach (Section 5.2). The model pion distribution function is constrained by light-con
mentum conservation and equations of motion of pion field (Section 5.3). The nuclear sha
effect is described in terms of effective scattering amplitude of intermediate hadronic st
virtual boson off the nucleon (see Section 4.2). In order to describe data on nuclear st
functions we explicitly introduce an off-shell correction to the nucleon structure functions, w
provides a measure of the modification of the nucleon structure in the nuclear environmen
effect and the effective scattering amplitude are treated phenomenologically in terms of fe
versal parameters, common for all nuclei, which are extracted from nuclear DIS data in
kinematic range ofx andQ2. The parameterizations of the off-shell effect and of the effec
amplitude are discussed in Sections 5.4 and 5.5. Sections 5.6 to 5.7.3 describe the an
data and our main results.

5.1. Deuteron wave function

Nuclear spectral functionP describes the probability to find the nucleon with the momen
p and the (non-relativistic) energyε in the ground state of the nucleus. We first discuss
deuteronfor which the spectral function is determined by the wave function (see Eq. (39))
deuteron wave function is the superposition ofs- andd-wave states. In the momentum spac
can be written as follows

ΨD,m(p) =
√

2π2

(
ψ0(p) − ψ2(p)

S12(p̂)√
8

)
χ1m, (68)

whereψ0 andψ2 are respectively thes- andd-wave function in the momentum space,4 m is the
projection of the total angular momentum on the spin quantization axis,χ1m is the spin 1 wave
function withSz = m, andS12(p̂) is the tensor operator

S12(p̂) = 3(σ 1 · p̂)(σ 2 · p̂) − σ 1 · σ 2, (69)

wherep̂ = p/|p| andσ 1 andσ 2 are the Pauli matrices acting on the spin variables of the bo
proton and neutron, respectively. The momentum distribution in the deuteron is given
wave function squared

∣∣ΨD,m(p)
∣∣2 = 2π2

[
ψ2

0(p) + ψ2
2(p) − χ

†
1mS12χ1m

(
ψ0(p)ψ2(p)√

2
+ ψ2

2(p)

4

)]
, (70)

4 In terms of the standard wave functions in the coordinate spaceu(r) andw(r) the functionsψ0 andψ2 areψ0(p) =
(2/π)1/2 ∫

dr rj0(rp)u(r) andψ2(p) = (2/π)1/2 ∫
dr rj2(rp)w(r), wherej0 andj2 are the spherical Bessel function

Note also a different sign of thed-wave term in Eq. (68) with respect to the wave function in the coordinate space.
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where the last term in the right side appears due to the tensor operator (69). This term v
after averaging over the deuteron polarizations, which is the case for the present pap
normalization of the wave function is

∞∫
0

dp p2(ψ2
0(p) + ψ2

2(p)
) = 1. (71)

In order to study the sensitivity of our result to the choice of the deuteron wave functio
used the Bonn [62] and the Paris [63] wave functions.

5.2. Nuclear spectral function

The nuclear spectral function can formally be written as a sum over the set of excited re
states. This can be seen directly from Eq. (22) by inserting the complete set of intermediate
For simplicity we suppress the explicit notations for different isospin states and write

P(ε,p) = 2π
∑
n

∣∣〈(A − 1)n,−p
∣∣ψ(p)|A〉∣∣2δ(ε + EA−1

n + ER − EA
0

)
. (72)

Here the sum runs over the quantum numbers of the states ofA − 1 nucleons, which includ
the bound states as well as the continuum states,EA−1

n andEA
0 are respectively the energy

the residual nucleus (in the recoil nucleus rest frame) and the ground state energy of th
nucleus. The residual system balances momentum of the removed nucleon and acquires t
energyER = p2/2MA−1.

The nuclear spectral function determines the rate of nucleon removal reactions such as(e, e′p)

that makes it possible to extract the spectral function from experimental data. For low sep
energies (for|ε| < εF ∼ 30–50 MeV) the experimentally observed spectrum is similar to
predicted by the mean-field model [64]. The mean-field model spectral functionPMF is given by
the wave functions and energies of the occupied levels in the mean field [65]. The mean-fie
ture gives a good approximation to experimentally observed spectrum in(e, e′p) reactions in the
vicinity of the Fermi level, where the excitation energies of the residual nucleus are smal
As nuclear excitation energy becomes higher the mean-field model becomes less accur
peaks corresponding to the single-particle levels acquire a finite width (fragmentation of
hole states). Furthermore, the high-energy and high-momentum components of nuclear s
cannot be described in the mean-field model and driven by correlation effects in nuclear
state as witnessed by numerous studies (for a review see [66]). We denote the contributio
spectral function which absorbs the correlation effects asPcor(ε,p).

In this paper we consider a phenomenological model of the spectral function whic
corporates both the single particle nature of the spectrum at low energy and high-ener
high-momentum components due to NN-correlations in the ground state. We first discu
isoscalar spectral function which we write as

P0(ε,p) = PMF(ε,p) +Pcor(ε,p). (73)

The low-energy part is described by the mean-field spectral function for which we use
proximate expression motivated by closure, i.e. the sum over occupied levels is substitute
average value:

PMF(ε,p) = 2π nMF(p)δ
(
ε + E(1) + ER(p)

)
, (74)
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with ER(p) the recoil energy of residual nucleus,E(1) = EA−1 − EA
0 the nucleon separatio

energy averaged over single-particle levels, andnMF(p) the corresponding part of the nucle
momentum distribution. Note thatPMF is not normalized to the number of nucleons since a
of the strength is taken by the correlation termPcor.

The correlated part of the spectral functionPcor is determined by excited states in (72) w
one or more nucleons in the continuum. Following [67] we assume thatPcor at high momen-
tum and high separation energy is dominated by ground state configurations with a cor
nucleon–nucleon pair and remainingA − 2 nucleons moving with low center-of-mass mom
tum

|A − 1,−p〉 ≈ ψ†(p1)
∣∣(A − 2)∗,p2

〉
δ(p1 + p2 + p). (75)

The corresponding matrix element in Eq. (72) can thus be parametrized in terms of the
function of the nucleon–nucleon pair embeded into nuclear environment. We assume fa
tion into relative and center-of-mass motion of the pair [67]〈

(A − 2)∗,p2

∣∣ψ(p1)ψ(p)|A〉 ≈ C2ψrel(k)ψA−2
CM (pCM)δ(p1 + p2 + p), (76)

whereψrel is the wave function of the relative motion in the nucleon–nucleon pair with rel
momentumk = (p − p1)/2 andψCM is the wave function of center-of-mass (CM) motion
the pair in the field ofA − 2 nucleons,pCM = p1 + p. The CM wave functionψCM generally
depends on the quantum numbers of the state ofA − 2 nucleons, however the correspond
dependence of theψrel is assumed to be weak. Both the wave functions,ψrel and ψCM, are
assumed to be normalized to unity. The normalization factorC2 describes the weight of th
two-nucleon correlated part in the full spectral function.

Using Eq. (76) we sum over the spectrum of states ofA − 2 nucleons and obtain an a
proximate expression forPcor in terms of convolution of the relative and the CM moment
distributions

Pcor(ε,p) = 2πC2
2

∫
d3p1 d3p2 nrel(k)nCM(p2)δ(p1 + p2 + p)

× δ

(
ε + p2

1

2M
+ p2

2

2MA−2
+ E(2)

)
. (77)

Herenrel andnCM are the relative and the CM momentum distributions, respectively, andE(2) =
EA−2 − EA

0 is the energy needed to separate two nucleons from the ground state averag
configurations ofA−2 nucleons with low excitation energy. Note that the minimum two-nuc
separation energyE(2) = EA−2

0 − EA
0 is of order 20 MeV for medium-range nuclei like56Fe.

We can further simplify Eq. (77) if the momentump is high enough and|p| � |p2|. This
allows us to take the relative momentum distribution out of the integral over the CM mome
at the pointk = p. Then we have

Pcor(ε,p) = 2πC2
2nrel(p)

〈
δ

(
ε + p2

2M
+ p · p2

M
+ p2

2

2M∗
+ E(2)

)〉
CM

, (78)

where the averaging is done with respect to the CM motion of the correlated pair andM∗ =
M(A − 2)/(A − 1) is effective mass of the system of the residual nucleus ofA − 2 nucleons
and the nucleon with momentump1. In this approximation the high momentum part of n
clear momentum distribution is determined by relative momentum distribution in the corr
nucleon–nucleon pair embedded into nuclear environment,ncor(p) = C2nrel(p). The energy
2
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spectrum predicted by Eq. (78) is a broad peak with the maximum atε ∼ −p2/2M and effective
width |p|p̄CM/M with p̄CM an average CM momentum.

We perform the averaging over the CM motion of the NN pair in the field of otherA − 2
nucleons assuming that the CM momentum distribution is given by a Gaussian

nCM(pCM) = (α/π)3/2 exp
(−αp2

CM

)
. (79)

The parameterα is related to the averaged CM momentum of the nucleon–nucleon
α = 3

2〈p2
CM〉−1. The latter can be estimated from the balance of the overall nucleus mo

tum [67], 〈(∑
pi )

2〉 = 0, where the sum is taken over all bound nucleons and the exp
tion value is performed with respect to the intrinsic wave function of the nucleus. This
〈p2

CM〉 = 2〈p2〉(A − 2)/(A − 1), with 〈p2〉 the mean value of the squared single nucleon
mentum. We consider configurations in which characteristic CM momenta are small. F
reason we should also exclude the high-momentum part in estimating〈p2〉 and we will assume
that this quantity is given by averaging over mean-field configurations.

Using Eq. (79) we integrate over the CM momentum in (78) and the result reads,

Pcor(ε,p) = ncor(p)
2M

p

√
απ

[
exp

(−αp2
min

) − exp
(−αp2

max

)]
, (80)

wherep = |p|, pmin andpmax are respectively the minimum and the maximum CM mome
allowed by the energy–momentum conservation in Eq. (77) for the givenε andp,

pmax= M∗p/M + pT , (81a)

pmin = |M∗p/M − pT |, (81b)

wherepT = (2M∗(|ε| − Eth))
1/2 andEth = E(2) + ER(p). The latter is the threshold value

the nucleon separation energy for discussed configurations. Note that in our notationsε < 0. We
also remark thatpT has the meaning of the maximum CM momentum in the correlated NN
in the direction transverse top for the givenε andp [69].

In numerical evaluations we use the parameterizations fornMF(A,p) andncor(A,p) of [67]
which fit nicely the results of many-body calculation of nuclear momentum distributio
follows from this calculation that low-momentum part incorporates about 80% of the tota
malization of the spectral function while the other 20% are taken by the high-momentum
The momentum distributions are presented in [67] for a limited range of nuclei. In order to
uate the momentum distributions for other values of the nucleus mass numberA, we interpolate
the values of the momentum distributions for each value of momentum|p|. For the parame
ter E(2) we take the two-nucleon separation energy, i.e. the differenceEA−2

0 − EA
0 between the

ground state energies (note thatE(2) > 0). The remaining parameterE(1) of PMF is fixed us-
ing the Koltun sum rule [70], which is exact relation for non-relativistic systems with two-b
forces

〈ε〉 + 〈T 〉 = 2εB, (82)

whereεB = EA
0 /A is nuclear binding energy per bound nucleon and〈ε〉 and〈T 〉 are the nucleon

separation and kinetic energies averaged with the full spectral function

〈ε〉 = A−1
∫

[dp]P(ε,p)ε, (83a)

〈T 〉 = A−1
∫

[dp]P(ε,p)
p2

. (83b)

2M
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The functionP1 describes the isovector component in a nucleus (see Eqs. (42)). In ca
ing P1 we assume that the correlation part of the spectral functionPcor is mainly isoscalar an
cancels out in thep −n difference. ThenPp−n is determined by the difference of the mean-fi
configurations for protons and neutrons. If we further neglect small differences between
ergy levels of protons and neutrons thenPp−n is determined by the difference in the occupat
numbers of single-particle levels for protons and neutrons. In a complex nucleus the dee
are usually occupied and their contribution cancel out inP1. The Fermi level has a large degen
acy factor and the occupation numbers for protons and neutrons are different. We then c
that the differencePp−n is saturated by the Fermi level and

P1 = ∣∣φF (p)
∣∣2δ(ε − εF ), (84)

whereεF andφF are the energy and the wave function of the Fermi level (we have neglect
recoil of theA − 1 nucleus).

The isovector correction is usually relevant for heavy-weight nuclei in which there ex
considerable neutron excess over protons. For such nuclei the Fermi gas model is supp
be a reasonable approximation and we use this model in numerical applications. In this
|φF (p)|2 ∝ δ(pF − p), wherepF is the Fermi momentum which is determined by average
cleon densityρ = 4p2

F /(6π2). The normalization coefficient can be found from condition (2
according to whichP1 is normalized to unity. As a result we have

PFG
1 = δ(p − pF )δ(ε − εF )/

(
4πp2

F

)
. (85)

5.3. Nuclear pion distribution function

In calculating the pion effect in nuclear structure functions the relevant quantity is the d
ution of pion excess in a nucleus since the nucleon pion cloud effect is taken into accoun
nucleon structure functions. The inspection of Eqs. (37) and (38) suggests that the pion
tion is located at smallx < pF /M , which is also confirmed by model calculations. In this reg
a good approximation is to neglectx2/Q2 terms in Eqs. (36) as well as target mass correction
structure functions. We also assume no off-shell dependence of pion structure function a
our discussion on convolution approximation by Eqs. (37) and (38).

Before doing model calculations it is important to realize that the pion distribution funct
constrained by a number of sum rules. The first moment of (38) gives an average pion ligh
momentum

〈y〉π =
∫

dy yfπ/A(y) = 〈
θπ++

〉
/M, (86)

where θπ++ = (∂0ϕ)2 + (∂zϕ)2 is the light-cone component of pion energy–momentum
sor. In Eq. (86) we assume the sum over different pion states and the averaging mean〈O〉 =∫

d3r〈A|O(r)|A〉/〈A|A〉 for any operatorO. It is also useful to consider the averagey−1 which
is proportional toϕ2 averaged over nuclear ground state:〈

y−1〉
π

=
∫

dy y−1fπ/A(y) = M
〈
ϕ2〉. (87)

The pion and nucleon fractions of nuclear light-cone momentum are related by the mom
balance equation

〈y〉π + 〈y〉N = MA
. (88)
AM
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Eq. (88), although being intuitively obvious, can formally be derived in a meson-nucleon
theoretic model of nuclear Hamiltonian [47]. Several constraints on nuclear pion distrib
Dπ/A(k) can be obtained in this model using the equations of motion for pion and nu
operators and energy–momentum conservation condition. In particular, for a model n
Hamiltonian with nucleons and pions with pseudo-scalar interaction we obtain the follo
relations [47]

m2
π

〈
ϕ2〉 = εB + 〈T 〉, (89a)〈

(∂0ϕ)2〉 = εB − 1
2

(〈ε〉 + 〈T 〉), (89b)〈
(∇ϕ)2〉 = −3

2〈ε〉 − 1
2〈T 〉. (89c)

A few comments are in order. Pion field in nuclei is mainly generated by nucleon sources
variation of the pion field describes retardation effects in the nucleon–nucleon interactio
non-relativistic system this effect is small since typical energy variations are small compa
the pion mass. We, therefore, take the static approximation∂0ϕ = 0. Then Eq. (89b) is equivalen
to the Koltun sum rule (82). In the static approximation for the pion energy–momentum tens
have〈θπ++〉 = 1

3〈(∇ϕ)2〉. Then using Eq. (31) we conclude that Eqs. (89c) and (88) are equiv
For this reason only Eq. (89a) gives independent constraint.

We use the constraints on average pion light-cone momentumy and 1/y which follow from
Eqs. (89a) and (88) in order to evaluate the pion contribution to nuclear structure functi
should be remarked that in this approach by using momentum balance equation (88) we
tively take into account the contributions from all mesons. In order to quantitatively evalua
pion effect in the structure functions we use a model distribution

fπ/A(y) = C y(1− y)n, (90)

which is motivated by the asymptotics of pion distribution function at small and largey. The
normalization constantC and the exponentn are fixed from Eqs. (88) and (87) using Eqs. (3
and (89a). The nucleon average separation and kinetic energies are calculated with the
function described in Section 5.2.

5.4. Parameterization of off-shell effects

The off-shell effect in the structure functionF2 is described by Eq. (45). In the analysis of da
described in detail in Section 5.7, we consider a phenomenological model of the off-shel
tion δf2(x,Q2). In order to choose an appropriate model we first note that function (45) des
the relative off-shell effect on the LT structure function and we expect thatQ2-independentδf2
is a good approximation. We also note that off-shell effects are constrained by the normal
of nuclear valence quark distribution (see Section 6.1). For this reason we anticipate thatδf2(x)

should have at least one zero. Moreover, the analysis of nuclear pion correction as discu
Section 5.3 suggest thatδf2(x) can have two zeros. These motivate us to choose the follo
simple parameterization for the off-shell function:

δf2(x) = CN(x − x1)(x − x0)(h − x), (91)

whereCN is an overall normalization constant and 0< x1 < x0 < 1 andh > 1. The analysis o
data indicates that the parametersh andx0 are fully correlated and suggestsh = 1 + x0. After
imposing such condition then expression (91) has only three independent parameters.
this model to describe off-shell effects in the analysis of Section 5.7.2.
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5.5. Effective scattering amplitude

As discussed in Section 4.2, the coherent multiple-scattering nuclear effects are dete
by effective (averaged over hadronic configurations of the intermediate boson) scatteri
plidudesah for different helicitiesh = ±1,0. The amplitudesah = σ̄h(i + αh)/2 are para-
metrized in terms of effective cross sectionσ̄ and the Re/ Im ratio α. For the unpolarized
case, which is considered in this paper, the relevant amplitudes are the average tra
aT = (a+ + a−)/2 and the longitudinalaL amplitudes. One can qualitatively expect thatσ̄T

descreases withQ2 since the relative weight of higher mass states increases withQ2 and the
cross section decreases with the meson mass (see Section 4.2). In order to parametrize
transverse cross section we use then the following expression

σ̄T = σ1 + σ0 − σ1

(1+ Q2/Q2
0)

. (92)

The parameterσ0 describes the cross section at smallQ2, while σ1 corresponds to high-Q2

regime. The choice of both these parameters will be discussed in detail in Section 5.7.1. T
parameterQ2

0 describes the transition between low- and high-Q2 regions. We note that in th
discussed approach we only consider relative corrections to the effective cross section
this reason the analysis is not very sensitive to the detailed modelling of such cross secti
presence of non-zero real part of the amplitude is required by both theoretical argume
phenomenology. The choice ofαT in our analysis will be discussed in Section 5.7.1.

In order to fix the effective amplitude in the longitudinal channel we use the relationaL/aT =
R = FL/FT with R calculated using the PDFs and the structure functions of Ref. [39] as
cussed in Section 3 (see also Section 4.2).

TheC-odd asymmetry�a = a+ − a− in the scattering amplitude of left- and right-polariz
virtual boson does not affect the structure functionsF1 andF2. However,�a is relevant forF3
and affects the normalization of nuclear valence number as described in Section 6.1. It sh
noted that the relative nuclear shadowing correction toF3 does not depend on the cross sect
asymmetry�σ but does depend onα� = Re�a/ Im�a as explained in Section 4.2.2. In order
fix α� we use the approach based on Regge phenomenology of high-energy hadronic am
and approximate�a by theω-reggeon pole, a simple proper contribution to theC-odd amplitude.
The energy dependence and Re/ Im ratio of the Regge pole is fully determined by its interc
which is about 0.5 that leads toα� = 1 [71]. We use this value in the calculation of nucle
shadowing correction to the valence quark distribution in Section 6.1.

5.6. Nuclear data

Table 1 summarizes the list of experimental data used in this paper. They include both
(EMC, NMC, BCDMS, FNAL E665) and electron (SLAC E139, E140) scattering on a va
of targets:p, D, 4He,7Li, 9Be,12C, 27Al, 40Ca,56Fe,63Cu,108Ag, 119Sn,197Au, 207Pb. For each
target and kinematic region, we select the most precise and recent data and we do not us
results characterized by larger uncertainties, since their contribution to the present analysi
be negligible.5 Most of the data come from NMC for the smallx region and SLAC E139 for th
regionx > 0.1.

5 Note also that the addition of unnecessary data points with large uncertainties can produce an artificial red
theχ2 of fits.
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Table 1
List of nuclear data used in the analysis. See text for details

Experiment Targets # of points x range Q2 range [GeV2]

NMC [2] D/p 12 7.0× 10−3–0.70 4.0
NMC [4] 4He/D 18 3.5× 10−3–0.65 0.77–44.0
NMC [3] 7Li/D 24 1.4× 10−4–0.65 0.034–39.0
NMC [5] 9Be/12C 15 1.25× 10−2–0.70 3.4–66.7
NMC [3] 12C/D 24 1.5× 10−4–0.65 0.035–41.0
NMC [4] 12C/7Li 25 8.5× 10−3–0.60 0.8–17.0
NMC [5] 27Al/C 15 1.25× 10−2–0.70 3.4–63.9
NMC [4] 40Ca/D 18 3.5× 10−3–0.65 0.6–41.0
NMC [4] 40Ca/7Li 25 8.5× 10−3–0.60 0.8–17.0
NMC [4] 40Ca/12C 25 8.5× 10−3–0.60 0.8–17.0
NMC [5] 56Fe/12C 15 1.25× 10−2–0.70 3.4–66.6
EMC [7] 63Cu/D 10 1.5× 10−2–0.61 3.3–46.4
NMC [6] 119Sn/12C 161 1.25× 10−2–0.70 1.3–110.0
NMC [5] 207Pb/12C 15 1.25× 10−2–0.70 3.4–66.1

E139 [10] He/D 21 0.125–0.88 2.0–10.0
E139 [10] 9Be/D 21 0.125–0.88 2.0–10.0
E139 [10] 12C/D 17 0.205–0.80 3.5–10.0
E139 [10] 27Al/D 21 0.125–0.88 2.0–10.0
E139 [10] 40Ca/D 17 0.205–0.80 3.5–10.0
E139 [10] 56Fe/D 23 0.084–0.88 2.0–10.0
E139 [10] 108Ag/D 17 0.205–0.80 3.5–10.0
E139 [10] 197Au/D 22 0.125–0.88 2.0–10.0

E140 [9] 56Fe/D 8 0.200–0.50 1.0–5.0
E140 [9] 197Au/D 1 0.200 1.0

BCDMS [8] 56Fe/D 10 0.07–0.65 17.0–113.0

E665 [11] D/p 21 2.0× 10−5–0.25 0.005–35.6.0
E665 [12] 207Ca/12C 10 1.2× 10−4–0.027 0.15–7.9
E665 [12] 207Pb/D 10 1.2× 10−4–0.027 0.15–7.9
E665 [12] 207Pb/12C 10 1.2× 10−4–0.027 0.15–7.9

We note that, since all available nuclear data are provided by fixed-target experiments
is always an implicit correlation betweenx andQ2 in data points. Usually low-x regions also
correspond to low-Q2 values. As described in the following, this reduces the possibility to
theQ2 dependence of the model in a complete way.

5.7. Extraction of parameters

The numerical values of the parameters in the model are determined from the data li
Table 16 with two main steps. Initially, we verify the consistency of our model withF2 data from
charged-lepton scattering, without imposing specific constraints. We then discuss in de
deconvolution of different physical effects which contribute to the overall nuclear modific
of the structure functions.

6 We note that D/p data were not used in our fits. We compare our predictions with these data in Section 6.5.
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It must be noted that the extraction of parameters responsible for nuclear effects is
lated with the determination of PDFs (see Section 3.2), which requires both the proto
deuterium data to obtain the distributions ofd andu quarks. Nuclear effects can significan
affect extraction of parton densities. In principle, using our approach it would be possible
tract simultaneously the proton PDFs and the parameters responsible for nuclear effec
as off-shell correction and effective cross section) by applying QCD analysis to the ext
set of data including nuclear data. However, in order to limit correlations we follow a diff
approach.

The parameters of the model are extracted only from the measured ratiosR2(A
′/A) =

FA′
2 /FA

2 , whereA′ andA are two different nuclei (usually the denominator corresponds to
terium). The description of the nucleon structure functions largely cancels in the ratios
effectively removing the correlation with PDFs. In order to verify this we applied an iter
procedure. We first extracted the parameters using PDFs obtained without our nuclear
tions. Then we repeated the procedure after updating the PDF extraction using the infor
on nuclear effects in deuterium from the previous step (Section 3.2). Results indicated t
fitted parameters were stable, demonstrating the absence of strong correlations.

Nuclear data are usually available in bins ofx (�x), while only the averagēQ2 in each bin
is provided. We perform a fit to the experimental data with MINUIT [72] by minimizingχ2 =∑

(Rexp
2 − Rth

2 )2/σ 2(Rexp
2 ), whereσ 2(Rexp

2 ) represents the uncertainty on the measurem
and the sum includes all data points. For each experimental point, the model is evaluate
given averageQ̄2 and integrated over the size of thex bin:7

Rth
2

(
x, Q̄2,A′/A

) =
∫ x+�x/2
x−�x/2 FA′

2 (x′, Q̄2)dx′∫ x+�x/2
x−�x/2 FA

2 (x′, Q̄2)dx′ . (93)

Both the normalization and point-to-point uncorrelated uncertainties, as published by e
ments, are taken into account. We would like to emphasize that the lack of knowledge
experimentalQ2 distribution in thex bins can potentially result in a mismatch between d
and predictions in the regions where a significantQ2 dependence is present. As discusse
the following, this increases the systematic uncertainties of the calculation from the me
parameters atx > 0.70 andx < 0.05.

As explained in Section 3.2, we use a phenomenological extrapolation of free nucleon
ture functions forQ2 < 1.0 GeV2 and, in general, nuclear corrections to structure functions
be calculated at lowQ2. However, we restrict the fits to extract the free parameters of our m
to the data withQ2 � 1.0 GeV2 in order to reduce systematic uncertainties on the parame
We then validate our predictions against the data points withQ2 < 1.0 GeV2, which are included
in all comparisons shown in the following.

5.7.1. Choice of fixed parameters
We start our fits by treatingσ0 andσ1, the asymptotic values of the effective transverse c

section in Eq. (92), and the real part of the effective scattering amplitudeαT = ReaT / ImaT

(Section 4.2.1) as additional free parameters. This procedure allows a preliminary estim
their correlation with the remaining parameters and a consistency check with the expected

7 In a few cases, in which the explicitQ2 dependence is provided, the model is averaged over the correspondiQ2

bins.
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The best fit value obtained forσ1 is consistent with zero. By settingσ1 	= 0 we can still obtain
an acceptable description of data providedσ1 < 1.0 mb (at 90%CL), due to the (anti)correlatio
of σ1 with Q2

0 in Eq. (92). After verifying that the correlation betweenσ1 and the off-shell
parameters in Eq. (91) is negligible, we then fixσ1 = 0 in all our fits.

We note that a non-vanishing shadowing correction at largeQ2 affects the normalization
of the valence quark number per nucleon (Section 6.1). In this respect we have two p
constraints at largeQ2. The first condition is to require the conservation of the overall vale
number in nuclei through a balance between the shadowing and the off-shell correction
second choice, it is also possible to explicitly impose the off-shell effect to conserve the v
quark number of the off-shell nucleon. This implies that both the off-shell and the shad
effects conserve independently the normalization of valence quark distribution. In our app
initially we do not assume any specific normalization constraint. Instead, we verify a pos
the magnitude of the renormalization introduced by the off-shell effect (Section 6.1) a
balance with the shadowing correction. We then use the normalization condition for n
valence number to further bound some of the parameters. This procedure will be discu
more detail in Sections 5.7.2 and 6.1.

The fits to DIS data on nuclear targets show a strong (positive) correlation betweenσ0 andαT .
In addition, the value ofσ0 is also correlated withQ2

0 so that it is not possible to unambiguous
disentangle the three parameters from the fits. If we fixαT = 0 we obtainσ0 = 36 mb from
data. However, data clearly preferαT 	= 0, with a somewhat lower value ofσ0. The best fit
solution corresponds toαT = −0.179± 0.038(stat) and�χ2 ∼ 29 with respect to the fit with
fixed αT = 0. This can be interpreted as the evidence for a sizeable real part in the ef
scattering amplitude. If we imposeσ0 = 27 mb, as expected from VMD model by averag
over ρ0, ω andφ vector mesons, we obtainαT = −0.182± 0.037(stat). Note that this is in a
good agreement with the analysis ofρ0 photoproduction experiments [59] at low-Q2. Since we
require our phenomenological model to correctly reproduce the photoproduction limit, w
σ0 = 27 mb andαT = −0.20 according to [59].

In our model we use the pionic parton distributions extracted from real pion scat
data [42] to approximate the structure functions of virtual pions in nuclei. To this end we pe
fits with and without the pionic sea distributions and we find a significantly better descript
data in the latter case. Therefore we only consider the valence contribution to the pionic st
functions in the following.

5.7.2. Results
In our model we assume three main free parameters:CN,x0 andQ2

0 (see Sections 5.4 and 5.5
In addition, the off-shell functionδf2(x) is characterized by the presence of a second zerox1.
This specific feature has important consequences, as it is discussed in Section 6.2. S
parameterx1 turns out to be strongly correlated withCN andQ2

0, we perform several fits with
different fixed values ofx1 in the range 0.030� x1 � 0.065 and we evaluate the correspond
effect on the normalization of the valence quarks at largeQ2. Among the fits with comparabl
χ2 with respect to data, we choose a fixed valuex1 = 0.050, since this value provides a go
cancellation between off-shell and shadowing corrections in the normalization for all nucle
Section 6.1 for details).

In order to test our hypothesis about the universality of parameters in Eqs. (91) and (9
perform independent fits to different sub-sets of nuclei (from4He to207Pb) and we compare th
corresponding values of the parameters with the ones obtained from a combined fit to all d
can be seen from Table 2, the results are compatible within uncertainties, thus allowing a
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Table 2
Values of the parameters extracted from independent fits to different sub-sets of data withQ2 > 1.0 GeV2. Uncertainties
are startistical only. The column on the right gives theχ2 from each fit and the corresponding number of degree
freedom. The last row shows the result of the global fit

Data set CN x0 Q2
0 [GeV2] χ2/d.o.f.

4He/D 6.17± 1.29 0.456± 0.033 1.30± 0.30 16.0/35
7Li/D; 9Be/D 7.65± 0.92 0.435± 0.022 0.80± 0.30 35.1/35
12C/D 9.38± 0.76 0.449± 0.012 1.20± 0.21 23.8/31
27Al/D; 27Al/12C 7.39± 0.86 0.470± 0.016 3.60± 2.41 15.1/33
40Ca/D; 40Ca/12C 7.09± 0.79 0.482± 0.016 1.67± 0.15 56.8/58
56Fe/D; 63Cu/D; 56Fe/12C 8.28± 0.53 0.449± 0.009 1.39± 0.30 55.6/63
108Ag/D; 119Sn/12C 9.61± 1.29 0.448± 0.018 1.41± 0.34 21.0/29
197Au/D; 207Pb/D; 207Pb/12C 8.52± 0.87 0.387± 0.026 1.31± 0.37 18.2/42

All data 8.10± 0.30 0.448± 0.005 1.43± 0.06 458.9/556

Table 3
Correlation coefficients between the nuclear parameters from
the global combined fit

Cij j = CN j = x0 j = Q2
0

i = CN 1.000 −0.067 −0.127
i = x0 −0.067 1.000 0.006
i = Q2

0 −0.127 0.006 1.000

treatment.8 The values ofχ2/d.o.f. indicate an excellent consistency between the model an
data points for all nuclei.

The final values ofCN , x0 andQ2
0 obtained from a global fit to nuclear data are given in

last line of Table 2. The correlation between the parameters is small and mainly related
normalization constant, as can be seen from Table 3.

Figures 1 and 2 show the excellent overall agreement between the calculation and t
points for many different nuclei. A few comments are in order. The region atx > 0.75 is char-
acterized by a significantQ2 dependence and therefore the calculation based upon the av
Q̄2 provided by the experiments is approximate. It must also be noted that in some ca
data points from different experiments are not fully consistent. In particular, the data
on 12C/D and 40Ca/D ratios from E665 experiment [12] at lowx seem to be systematical
above the corresponding NMC measurements, which have smaller uncertainties. Sim
normalization problem could be present for207Pb/D data from E665. Assuming the effect
common to all heavy targets, in our fits we use instead the double ratios (40Ca/D)/(12C/D) and
(207Pb/D)/(12C/D) and the E665 measurement of the ratio207Pb/D. The double ratios are i
good agreement with NMC data (noticed also in [5]) as well as with our predictions, whi
207Pb/D points lie slightly above our calculations. Futhermore, the ratio7Li/D shown in Fig. 1
indicates a small excess in the region ofx between 0.01 and 0.03, which produces correspondin
reductions in the ratios12C/7Li and40Ca/7Li. The effect is much larger than the quoted syste
atic uncertainties. For instance, the exclusion of three points atx = 0.0125,0.0175,0.0250 from

8 Unfortunately it is not possible to have data points covering both the high and lowx regions for all nuclei. This can
result in a small sensitivity to some of the parameters for specific nuclei, as can be seen from the uncertainties in
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Fig. 1. RatiosR2(x,A′/A) for 4He/D, 12C/D, 40Ca/D, 7Li/D and9Be/D (left to right and top to bottom). The curve
with open squares show the corresponding model calculations with the parameters specified in the last line of
For data points the error bars correspond to the sum in quadrature of statistical and systematic uncertainties,
normalization uncertainty is not shown.

our fit leads to the reduction of overallχ2/d.o.f. for the ratio7Li/D from 1.95 to 0.72.9 We
also comment that the value of the207Pb/12C ratio atx = 0.7 from NMC (Fig. 2) is marginally
compatible with the corresponding value of197Au/D ratio from E139 experiment.

It should be emphasized that at lowx there is an interplay between the off-shell function,
pion contribution and the coherent nuclear effects. This results in significant correlations be
the corresponding parameterizations and does not allow an unambiguous extraction of ind
components without external constraints. In our approach the pion (meson) excess in n
calculated as described in Section 5.3. In order to disentangle the actual off-shell functio
the remaining coherent correction, we use additional information from photoproduction e
ments (Section 5.7.1). The agreement between our independent extraction of the averag
parameters and the photoproduction limit makes us confident in the deconvolution of di
components.

9 The comment is only intended to quantify the effect. We keep all data in our fits, regardless of the inconsis
described above.
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Fig. 2. RatiosR2(x,A′/A) for 56Fe/D, 63Cu/D, 197Au/D, 207Pb/D, 40Ca/12C and207Pb/12C (left to right and top
to bottom). The curves with open squares show the corresponding model calculations with the parameters sp
the last line of Table 2. For data points the error bars correspond to the sum in quadrature of statistical and s
uncertainties, while the normalization uncertainty is not shown.

We further check the interplay between nuclear pion excess and off-shell effects in our
sis by fitting our model without pion correction toR2 data. In this case the effective off-sh
function δf ′

2 absorbs the nuclear pion contribution to nuclearF2. We use for this test a highe
order polynomial with respect to Eq. (91), without any fixed parameter. This is intended to
biases from the functional form used to model the off-shell function. The results obtain
the effectiveδf ′

2 are consistent with the following estimate which can be obtained by expl
separating the nuclear pion contribution to nuclearF2

δf ′
2 = δf2 + δF

π/A

2 (x)

〈v〉FN
2 (x)

, (94)

whereδF
π/A

2 is the nuclear pion correction calculated as described in Section 5.3 and〈v〉 denotes
the nucleon virtualityv = (p2−M2)/M2 averaged over the nuclear spectral function. Moreo
the best fit corresponds to a value ofQ2

0 which is in agreement with our fit with explicit treatme
of nuclear pion correction.
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Fig. 3. Different nuclear effects on the ratio of197Au to isoscalar nucleon forF2 at Q2 = 10 GeV2. The labels on the
curves correspond to effects due to Fermi motion and nuclear binding (FMB), off-shell correction (OS), nucle
excess (PI) and coherent nuclear processes (NS). Target mass and the neutron excess corrections are include

Fig. 3 illustrates different nuclear corrections to the ratio ofF2 of 197Au to that of the isoscala
nucleonFN

2 = 1
2(F

p

2 + Fn
2 ) calculated in our model using the final parameters shown in

last line of Table 2. As follows from comparison of Fig. 3 and the results of our fit display
Figs. 1 and 2 the standard Fermi motion and nuclear binding effect treated in impulse appr
tion does not quantitatively explain data at largex. The off-shell effect is therefore an importa
correction which modifies the structure functions of bound nucleon and affects the slop
the magnitude of the ratioR2 at largex. As discussed above, we extract this correction fr
inclusive nuclear DIS data. The disscussion of off-shell correction in terms of a scale c
terizing valence quark distribution and its modification in nuclear environment is presen
Section 6.3.

5.7.3. Systematic uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties of the model are evaluated by varying each of the contribution

the deuterium wave function, the spectral function, the parton distributions, the pion str
function and the functional forms ofδf2(x) andσ̄T (Q2). New fits are then performed and sy
tematics are defined from the corresponding variation of the nuclear parameters and fr
globalχ2 values. Results are listed in Table 4.

Although we do not use directly deuterium data for the fits, most of the data points come
the ratiosR2 of a heavy target to deuterium. In order to study the sensitivity of our result t
choice of the deuteron wave function we performed independent fits with two different ch
of the deuteron wave function: the one which corresponds to the Bonn potential [62] a
Paris wave function [63]. These two wave functions have different high-momentum comp
and in this respect represent two extreme situations.
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Table 4
The estimate of systematic uncertainties on the extraction of nuclear parameters. See text for a de-
tailed explanation

Systematics δCN δx0 δQ2
0 [GeV2]

Deuteron wave function 0.238 0.0016 0.026
Nuclear spectral function 0.451 0.0046 0.021
Parton distributions 0.005 0.0007 0.023
Pion structure function 0.050 0.0020 0.065
Functional form 0.120 0.0040 0.070
Cross sectionsσ0 andσ1 0.015 0.0005 0.165

Total 0.526 0.0067 0.195

Similarly, we modify the high-momentum component of the momentum distributionncor(p)

in nuclei by multiplying it by the ratio of the Bonn and Paris deuteron wave functions squ
This is motivated by the observation [67,68] that the momentum distribution of finite n
and nuclear matter at high momenta are proportional to that of the deuteron. We then
our fits with modified spectral functions in order to estimate the corresponding variations
parameters of the model.

The systematic uncertainty related to the parton distributions is estimated by varying the
within their uncertainty (±1σ ). In addition, we also use different sets of parton distributio
extracted from fits to different data samples, with differentQ2 boundaries and different param
terization for the lowQ2 extrapolation.

For the pion structure function, we repeat our fits by using both the LO and the NLO ap
imations of the pionic parton distributions from [42]. We also arbitrarily change the param
zations [42] within±10%.

We tried different functional forms in Eqs. (91) and (92) to parameterizeδf2 and σ̄T . In
particular, for the off-shell functionδf2 we have tried a generic higher order polinomial pa
meterization in Eq. (91) and also used a parametrization with an additionalxk term, with free
parameterk. In spite of the new parameters, all acceptable results (i.e. with the values ofχ2 com-
parable to our best fit solution) extracted from fits to data were very similar to the ones ob
with parametrization (91). We emphasize that the behaviour of the functionδf2(x) for x < 0.70
is well constrained by data and only small variations on both the shape and the position
zerox0 are allowed. This observation in turn results in reduced systematic uncertainties
model.

For the coherent nuclear effects, we variedσ0 within the uncertainty estimated by averagi
overρ0, ω andφ mesons,±3 mb (Section 5.5). As explained in Section 5.7.1, this param
is strongly correlated withαT and Q2

0. Similarly, we variedσ1 within the 1σ allowed range
(Section 5.7.1). We also tried to change the exponent controllingQ2 dependence in Eq. (92). W
obtained almost equally good fits with the dipole and monopole forms in Eq. (92). The mon
form of Eq. (92) had lowerχ2/d.o.f. for the overall data set.

Fig. 4 shows the off-shell functionδf2(x) and the effective cross sectionσ̄T (Q2) obtained in
Section 5.7.2, together with the corresponding total uncertainty bands (including both sta
and systematic uncertainties). We comment that in our analysis the off-shell correction is
as the first order correction in the parameterv = (p2 − M2)/M2. At largex > 0.7 the off-shell
correction can be as large as 25% for heavy nuclei (see also Fig. 3) indicating that highe
terms inv might not be negligible. This can also be a source of systematic uncertainty. How
going beyond the first order inv requires the consideration of higher-order relativistic correct
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Fig. 4. Off-shell functionδf2(x) and effective cross section̄σT (Q2) corresponding to the parameters from Table 2. T
curves show the size of the uncertainty bands (±1σ ), including both statistical and systematic (Table 4) uncertain
The effect of different functional forms is also included, as explained in Section 5.7.3.

to nuclear wave and spectral functions (see discussion in Section 4.1.1) that would also af
treatment of “standard” FMB effect. This goes beyond the scope of the present analys
also note that our phenomenological functionδf2 is extracted from nuclear data and henc
effectively incorporates additional contributions from missing terms.

The final results are dominated by systematic uncertainties, as can be seen from Tables
However, we note that the magnitude of systematic uncertainties is constrained by the v
χ2 of a global fit to data, as explained above. Therefore, the availability of more accura
with wider coverage of kinematics and nuclei) experimental measurements would signifi
improve our results.

6. Discussion

We now discuss the results obtained from our fit to nuclear data in Section 5.7. In Sect
we address the problem of the normalization of the nuclear valence quark distribution an
tion 6.2 is focused on the implication of this constraint for our analysis. Section 6.4 is devo
theQ2 andA dependence of nuclear effects predicted by our model. In Section 6.5 we d
nuclear effects on the deuteron structure functions.

6.1. Nuclear valence quark number

It is instructive to study the contributions due to different nuclear effects to the normaliz
of valence quark distribution in a nucleus. Common wisdom is that this quantity should n
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corrected by nuclear effects since it counts the baryon number of the system. Therefo
important to verify if different nuclear effects cancel out in the normalization. In the imp
approximation, i.e. if no shadowing and off-shell effects are taken into account, the cance
of nuclear binding and Fermi motion effects in the normalization is explicit and it is guara
by the normalization of nucleon distribution function (30) to the number of nucleons. It s
be also noted that nuclear pions do not contribute to nuclear valence distribution. In the pr
of off-shell (OS) and nuclear shadowing (NS) effects different contributions to the valence
normalization per one nucleon can be written as

Nval/A =
A∫

0

dx qval/A(x) = Nval/N + δNOS
val + δNNS

val , (95)

whereNval/N = 3 is the number of valence quarks in the nucleon and

δNOS
val = 〈v〉

1∫
0

dx
∑

i=u,d

(
qi/N(x)δfq(x) − q̄i/N (x)δfq̄(x)

)
, (96)

δNNS
val =

1∫
0

dx qval/N (x)δRval(x). (97)

Hereqval/N = u − ū + d − d̄ is the nucleon valence quark distribution,δfq andδfq̄ are off-shell
correction functions for quark and antiquark distributions,δRval(x) is the shadowing correctio
to the valence quark distribution and〈v〉 = 〈p2−M2〉/M2 is the bound nucleon off-shellne
averaged over nuclear spectral function (for more details see Section 7.1).10

In general, the off-shell correctionsδfq andδfq̄ could be different. Since we phenomenolo
cally extract the off-shell correctionδf2 from a study ofR2 data it is difficult to unambiguousl
disentangle off-shell effects for quark and antiquark distributions. The analysis of addition
from either Drell–Yan production or neutrino scattering would be therefore important. W
we defer a detailed analysis of the existing Drell–Yan data from nuclear targets [14] to a
publication, no sensitive neutrino data about nuclear effects on structure functions are cu
available (see also the discussion in Section 7.2). In this paper we rather try to use simple
erations on the nuclear valence quark number in order to test the hypothesis of a single u
off-shell correction for all partons in the bound nucleon against the case of different c
tions δfq andδfq̄ . For this purpose it is enough to focus on the highQ2 region, where we ca
use Eq. (47).

Let us first assumeδfq(x) = δfq̄(x). From Eq. (47) we then also haveδf2(x) = δfq(x), that
implies that we have a universal off-shell function for both quark (valence) and antiquark
distributions. We evaluateδNOS

val by Eq. (96) as a function ofQ2 using the parameters ofδf (x)

from Table 2 and the nucleon valence distribution of [39]. The results for iron and lead a
ported in Fig. 5, indicating a positive off-shell correction of about 1.5–2% that decreases wiQ2.
We then compute the shadowing correctionδNNS

val by Eq. (106b) using the effective cross sect

10 Note that the normalization of valence quark distribution is not affected by the order of perturbation theory a
and therefore Eq. (95) holds to any order inαS , unlike the Gross–Llewellyn-Smith sum rule [90] which is corrected
both perturbative [91] and non-perturbative effects.
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Fig. 5. Relative off-shell (δNOS
val /3) and nuclear shadowing (δNNS

val /3) corrections to the normalization of the valen

quark distribution for56Fe and207Pb nuclei (left and right panel, respectively) computed as described in Sectio
The solid curve shows the sum of the off-shell and the nuclear shadowing corrections.

extracted from our fits (see Section 5.5). The results are shown in Fig. 5. It is important to o
thatδNNS

val is negative and there is large cancellation between off-shell and shadowing eff
the normalization over a wide range ofQ2.

Let us now test a different hypothesis, namely no off-shell effect in the sea of bound nu
δfq̄ = 0. From Eq. (47) we then have for the isoscalar nucleon(u + d)δfq = 18

5 F2δf2. In this
case the off-shell correction to valence quark number is dominated by the smallx region and
even becomes divergent.11 Therefore, this assumption leads to unphysical results and we ha
rule out this case.

6.2. Normalization constraints

In the following we will favor the assumption of a single universal off-shell functionδf (x),
according to the discussion of the previous section. This is supported by the existingR2 data
we used to extract the phenomenological off-shell function. The universality ofδf (x) should be
further verified with both Drell–Yan data and future precise neutrino data. In our analysis w
the normalization condition in order to fix parameters of the functionδf (x), in particular the pa
rameterx1. As explained in Section 5.7.2, within all possible values ofx1 providing comparable
descriptions of data (χ2) we selected the one minimizing the overall correctionδNOS

val + δNNS
val .

The functionδf (x) measures the change in the quark–gluon structure of the nucleon
clear environment. This function is not accessible in experiments with isolated proton
neutron but can generally be probed in nuclear reactions. The results described in Sectio
demonstrate that inclusive DIS data have a good sensitivity to off-shell effects, allowing a p
determination of this correction.

The phenomenological cross section in Eq. (92) effectively incorporates contributions to
ture functions due to all twists since it is extracted from data. Higher twists are known
important at low and intermediateQ2 and for this reason we should not expect an exact canc
tion betweenδNOS

val andδNNS
val calculated with phenomenological cross section. Nevertheles

observe from Fig. 5 that the cancellation becomes more accurate at higherQ2 indicating transi-

11 We obtainδNos
val/3 ≈ −0.5 for iron if we cut off the contribution of the regionx < 10−5. Changing the lower limit

to x = 10−6 increases the magnitude of this correction by about factor of 2.
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Fig. 6. Phenomenological cross sectionσ̄T extracted from our fits (solid curve) and effective LT cross section (da
curves) computed for iron and lead nuclei as described in Section 6.1.

tion to the leading twist regime. In particular, the exact cancellation takes place atQ2 ≈ 15 GeV2.
We performed similar calculation for several nuclei and we thus verified that this effect is
pendent of the choice of the nucleus.

It should be noted that the nuclear data available in the shadowing region are limited t
tively low Q2 and for this reason the phenomenological cross section (92) is not constra
highQ2. In this work we evaluate the effective cross section at highQ2 by treating the condition
δNOS

val + δNNS
val = 0 as an equation on the cross section. We solve this equation numerically

the off-shell functionδf2(x) from Section 5.7.2. The resulting cross section is presented in F
together with phenomenological cross section extracted from our fits. In this paper we u
following simple model for the effective cross section. ForQ2 below the crossing point in Fig.
we use phenomenological cross section (92) extracted form the fits, and for higherQ2 we use
the cross section calculated from the normalization condition. The difference between t
curves in Fig. 6 below the crossing point is attributed to high-twist effects.

The functionδf (x) is positive forx < x1 (see Fig. 4). This implies a negative off-shell corr
tion to the structure functions at small Bjorkenx because the offshellnessv of a bound nucleon
is negative. Thus the off-shell correction at smallx appears as a leading twist shadowing corr
tion. Therefore, in this region there is a certain interplay between nuclear effects due to co
nuclear interactions and off-shell effect. In the regionx1 < x < x0 the functionδf (x) is negative
that provides an enhancement of bound nucleon structure functions. Thus in our appro
antishadowing atx ∼ 0.1 is linked to off-shell effects. It is important to note that for the vale
distributions there is additional antishadowing mechanism due to coherent nuclear intera
Indeed, the presence of substantial real part in theC-odd channel (α� = 1) results in the con
structive interference of multiple scattering interactions atx ∼ 0.1 for valence distributions a
will be discussed in more detail in Section 7.1.

6.3. Off-shell effect and modification of the nucleon size in nuclei

From our analysis we obtain a positive off-shell correction at largex > x0. Since the virtuality
p2 − M2 of the bound nucleon is negative this leads to the suppression of valence distribu
the bound nucleon at largex. In order to give a qualitative interpretation to this result we cons
a simple model of the valence distribution in the nucleon and we argue that the behaviorδf2
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at largex observed in data can be related to the increase of the nucleon core radius in n
environment.

Let us consider the valence quark distribution in terms of spectral representation Eq
We will consider a simple model in which the spectrum of spectator states is approximate
single mass̄s [48,50]

Dq/N = δ(s − s̄)Φ
(
t, p2), (98)

where the functionΦ(t,p2) describes the distribution of valence quarks overt = k2 in the nu-
cleon with the invariant massp2. For the on-shell nucleon the distributionΦ(t) is characterized
by a scaleΛ2

v . In configuration space this scale should be related to the size of the valence
confinement regionrc ∼ Λ−1

v (the nucleon core radius). From dimensional analysis one can
Φ(t) = CvΛ

−2
v φ(t/Λ2

v) whereφ andCv are dimensionless profile function and normalizat
constant. We found that a simple pole modelφ(z) = (1− z)−n results in a reasonable descripti
of the nucleon valence distribution at largex and highQ2. In particular, we obtain a reaso
able fit to valence distribution of [39] atQ2 = 15 GeV2 andx � 0.2 by takings̄ = 2.1 GeV2,
Λ2

v = 1.2 GeV2 andn = 4.4.
In order to model off-shell dependence of parton distributions we assume that the norm

tion constantCv and the scaleΛv become functions ofp2 while the profile functionφ and the
average mass of spectator statess̄ do not change off-shell. We use Eq. (48) in order to calcu
the off-shell modification of the quark distributionδfq . Theδ-function in Eq. (98) allows us to
integrate over the spectrum of residual system. Inspecting the resulting expression we ob
relation between the derivatives of the quark distribution with respect tox andp2. After some
algebra we obtain

δfq = c + [
lnqval(x)

]′
x(1− x)h(x), (99)

h(x) = (1− λ)(1− x) + λs̄/M2

(1− x)2 − s̄/M2
, (100)

wherec = ∂ lnCv/∂ lnp2 and λ = ∂ lnΛ2
v/∂ lnp2 taken atp2 = M2. It should be noted tha

Eq. (99) is independent of the specific choice of the profile functionφ.
We use Eq. (99) in order to reproduce phenomenological functionδf2 at largex. In particular,

we fix the parametersc andλ in order to reproduce the zero ofδf2 at largex (x0) and the slope
δf ′

2(x0). Usings̄ = 2.1 GeV2 we obtainλ = 1.03 andc = −2.31. The functionδfq(x) by Eq. (99)
is shown in Fig. 7 together with the phenomenological functionδf2(x). One observes that th
simple model agrees with phenomenology at largex but not at smallx at which effect of the
nucleon sea is important.

The positive sign of the parameterλ suggests that the scale parameterΛv decreases in nuclea
environment sincep2 < M2 for bound nucleon. This in turn indicates the increase in the nuc
core rc in nuclear environment (“swelling” of bound nucleon). In order to quantitatively e
mate this effect we consider the relative change in the nucleon radiusδrc/rc. We haveδrc/rc ∼
−1

2δΛ2
v/Λ

2
v . The relative change in the scaleΛv can be estimated asδΛ2

v/Λ
2
v = λ〈p2−M2〉/M2,

where averaging is taken over bound nucleons. We evaluate this quantity using our model
function for iron and obtain∼ 9% increase inrc.

To conclude this section we remark that the swelling of bound nucleons was discussed
context of quenching of nuclear longitudinal response function in [73]. The change of co
ment scale in nuclei in terms of a different approach was discussed in the context of the
effect in [27,74]. The swelling effect was experimentally constrained to< 30% from the analysis
of Coulomb sum in [75].
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Fig. 7. Phenomenological off-shell functionδf2(x) (solid) in comparison withδfq(x) (dashed) computed using Eq. (9
as described in text.

Fig. 8. Our predictions for the ratio of56Fe and isoscalar nucleon structure functions calculated forQ2 = 5,10,20 GeV2.
The calculation takes into account the non-isoscalarity correction for iron by Eq. (43).

6.4. TheQ2 andA dependence

In order to illustrate theQ2 dependence ofR2 calculated in our approach, in Fig. 8 we p
the ratioR2(Fe/N), whereN is isoscalar nucleon(p + n)/2, as a function ofx for a few fixed
Q2. We observe from Fig. 8 significant variations of the ratioR2 with Q2 at smallx < 0.1 and
largex > 0.65. ThisQ2 dependence can be attributed to several effects. In the nuclear shad
region at smallx theQ2 dependence of the ratioR2 is due to the corresponding dependence
effective cross section̄σT (see Eq. (92) and Fig. 4). It must be also noted that in the regionx
between 0.01 and 0.1 theQ2 dependence ofR2 is affected by theQ2 dependence of longitudina
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Fig. 9. TheQ2 dependence of the ratioR2(Sn/C) for different values ofx as measured by the NMC [5]. The curv
with open squares show the corresponding model calculations. For data points the error bars correspond to t
quadrature of statistical and systematic uncertainties, while the normalization uncertainty is not shown.

correlation length 1/kL (see Section 4.2 and Eqs. (53) and (62)). For 0.1 < x < 0.65 theQ2

dependence ofR2 is negligible. At largex theQ2 dependence is due to the target mass correc
effect by Eq. (11) in convolution equations.

In Fig. 9 we compare the NMC data onQ2 dependence of the ratioR2(Sn/C) with our
calculations. We observe an overall good agreement between data and model calculation
values ofx within available region ofQ2. However, it should be remarked that available data
Q2 dependence of nuclear effects are still too scarce to make thorough phenomenologica
of this effect. In particular, the correlation betweenx andQ2 for fixed target experiments an
the lack of information about theQ2 distributions of data in each of thex bins used (typically
only the averageQ2 is provided) can potentially bias the calculations where a significanQ2

dependence is expected.
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Fig. 10. The ratioR2(A/D) as a function ofA for different values ofx. The open squares show the model calculati
corresponding to the averageQ2 of the data points. For data points the error bars correspond to the sum in quad
of statistical and systematic uncertainties, while the normalization uncertainty is not shown. Two curves calcu
constantQ2 values are also shown for comparison.

Figs. 1 and 2 show that the model reproduces correctly the ratiosR2 over a wide range o
nuclei and kinematic regions. TheA dependence of the ratioR2 is illustrated in Fig. 10 for a few
fixed values ofx. At small x theA dependence is related to the multiple scattering coeffici
in Eqs. (62) and (67), through the nucleon number density distributions. The increase
nuclear shadowing effect withA has “geometrical” origin and can be attributed to the rising
of heavy nuclei. At largex theA dependence of the ratioR2 is determined by the correspondi
dependence of parameters of nuclear spectral function. The slope ofR2 as a function ofx at
intermediatex = 0.5–0.6 increases withA because of the corresponding increase in the ave
separation and kinetic energy of bound nucleons. It is interesting to note that atx ≈ 0.3 the ratio
R2 depends on neitherA norQ2.

6.5. Nuclear effects in deuterium

Understanding of nuclear effects in deuterium is an important issue since deuterium
are often used as the source of information on the neutron structure functions. As expla
Section 5.7, the determination ofd andu parton distributions is sensitive to nuclear correcti
to deuterium data (Section 3.2). In this section we apply our model with the parameter
from fit to data from heavy nuclei (see Table 2) in order to calculate nuclear modificatio
deuterium and compare our predictions with data. We take into account nuclear binding,
motion, off-shell, nuclear pion and shadowing corrections as explained in Section 4. It sho
emphasized that our approach does not require any extrapolation from heavy nuclei to deu

The ratio of the deuteron and the proton structure functionsR2(D/p) = F D
2 /F

p

2 was mea-
sured by the E665 and NMC collaborations [2,11] in a wide kinematical region ofx andQ2.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of E665 and NMC data to our calculations (curve with open squares) for the ratioR2(x,D/p).
For data points the error bars correspond to the sum in quadrature of statistical and systematic uncertainties,
normalization uncertainty is not shown.

A comparison with these data provide a good test of the applicability of our model to D,
these data were not used in the fits described in Section 5.7. In Fig. 11 we show the E6
NMC data together with the results of our calculations. A good agreement is found betwee
and the model described in this paper. In particular, our prediction of a small shadowing
in D seems to be supported by the measured values ofR2(D/p) at small values ofx. We note
that the ratioR2(D/p) also provides a test of the parton distributions used in our calculation
in particular of the difference betweend andu quark contents. This was not the case for all
remaining data listed in Table 1 which were corrected by experiments for the neutron e
thus providing an effective cancellation of PDFs in the ratiosR2(A

′/A) (Section 5.7).
Unlike the ratioR2(D/p) the ratioR2(D/N) = FD

2 /F
p+n

2 cannot be measured directly b
cause a free neutron target is not available. The extraction ofR2(D/N) from SLAC data was
discussed in Ref. [10] in terms of a phenomenological model of the EMC effect in the deute
In Ref. [10] the ratioR2(D/N) was extracted by extrapolating the measured ratiosR2(A/D)

using the nuclear density model of Ref. [27]. The key assumption was made that the q
R2(A/N) − 1 scales as nuclear number density and it was also assumed that this ratio i
pendent ofQ2. The values ofR2(D/N) were given in [10] forx corresponding to thex bins of
SLAC data. The results are shown in Fig. 12 together with our calculation of the ratioR2(D/N)

for the same kinematics of the points presented in [10].12 In Fig. 13 we show our predictio
for the ratioR2(D/N) at fixedQ2 = 10 GeV2 and the corresponding uncertainty band (±1σ ),
including model systematics.

12 The theoretical uncertainties of such extrapolation were not estimated in [10]. See also discussion of these
[53].
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Fig. 13. Our predictions for the ratioR2(x,D/N) of deuterium to isoscalar nucleon at a fixedQ2 = 10 GeV2. The±1σ

band is also given, including both statistical and systematic uncertainties.

7. Applications

In this section we apply our results to evaluate nuclear parton distributions (Section 7.
make the predictions of nuclear effects for neutrino structure functions (Section 7.2).

7.1. Nuclear parton distributions

The parton distributions are process-independent characteristics of the target in high
processes. Different phenomenological approaches to the extraction of nuclear PDFs (
can be found in Refs. [76–79]. It should be remarked at this point that physics observab
the cross sections and the structure functions, which include contributions from all twist
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higher-twist terms are generally process-dependent, can be essential in the region of re
low Q2, and, furthermore, can be substantially affected by nuclear environment. Therefo
applicability of the leading twist approximation must be considered in comparison with d
well as in any attempt to extract nPDFs. In our approach we derive nPDFs from the anal
nuclear structure functions (Sections 5.7.2 and 6.2) that allows us to determine both nPD
their uncertainties from existing data. However, this paper is not aimed at the full nPDF an
which will be published elsewhere [80]. We rather want to discuss a few different effects
cause modifications of nuclear quark distributions. The numerical results shown in this s
were obtained using the NNLO proton and neutron PDFs described in Section 3.2.

7.1.1. Nuclear convolution
As discussed in Section 4, in the region of highQ2 and largex the nuclear structure function

can be approximated by incoherent contributions from different nuclear constituents whi
be presented in a convolution form (see Eqs. (29) and (37)). The convolution formula
similar for all type of nuclear structure functions suggesting that the convolution equation
for the parton distributions. We denoteqa/T (x,Q2) the distribution of quarks of typea in a target
T . Then the quark distribution in a nucleus can be written as

qa/A

(
x,Q2) =

∑
c=p,n,π

fc/A ⊗ qa/c, (101)

where the functionfc/A(y, v) can be interpreted as the distribution of particles of typec in a
nucleus over light-cone momentumy and invariant mass (virtuality)v (for bound nucleons an
nuclear pions see Eqs. (30) and (38), respectively). The operationf ⊗ q denotes the convolutio

f ⊗ q =
∫

x<y

dy dv

y
f (y, v)q

(
x/y,Q2, v

)
. (102)

Equations similar to (101) can be written for antiquark and gluon distributions in nuclei.
also that the distribution functions are independent ofQ2 and, therefore, theQ2 evolution of
nuclear PDFs is goverened by the evolution of PDFs of nuclear constituents.

In view of applications to complex nuclei with different number of protons and neut
it is usefull to sort out the contributions to the convolution equation according toisospin. Let
us consider the isoscalar and isovector quark distributions,q0 = u + d and q1 = u − d . We
first address the contributions from bound protons and neutrons to nuclear quark distrib
Assuming exact isospin invariance of PDFs in the proton and neutron we have simple re
between the isoscalar and the isovector distributions in the proton and the neutron

q0/p

(
x,Q2) = q0/n

(
x,Q2), (103a)

q1/p

(
x,Q2) = −q1/n

(
x,Q2). (103b)

Using these relations we observe that the quark distributions with different isospin decou
the convolution equation. In particular, for the isoscalar (q0/A) and the isovector (q1/A) nuclear
quark distributions we have

q0/A

(
x,Q2) = Af0 ⊗ q0/p, (104a)

q1/A

(
x,Q2) = (Z − N)f1 ⊗ q1/p, (104b)
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Fig. 14. Nuclear effects for the isoscalar and the isovector quark distributions in56Fe. The ratiosR0 andR1 (see text)
were calculated for the valence quark distributions atQ2 = 20 GeV2. Nuclear shadowing and pion corrections are a
included for the isoscalar distribution.

wheref0 andf1 are the isoscalar and the isovector nucleon distributions in a nucleus.
distributions are given by Eq. (30) with the spectral functionsP0 andP1 defined by Eq. (42)
Note that the distributionsf0 andf1 are normalized to unity.

Let us now discuss the pion contribution to Eq. (101). Similar to the nucleon case, we a
the isospin relations for quark distributions in the pion:q0/π+ = q0/π− = q0/π0 and q1/π+ =
−q1/π− andq1/π0 = 0. Using these relations we have for the pion correction to the isoscala
isovector nuclear quark distributions

qπ
0/A

(
x,Q2) = fπ/A ⊗ q0/π , (105a)

qπ
1/A

(
x,Q2) = (fπ+/A − fπ−/A) ⊗ q1/π . (105b)

Here in the first equationfπ/A is the sum of the distributions over all pion states. It should
emphasized that in Eqs. (105) the pion distributions refer to nuclear pion excess, since sc
off virtual pions emitted and absorbed by same nucleon (nucleon pion cloud) are accou
the proton and neutron PDFs. For the calculation of nuclear pion distributions in our mod
Section 5.3.

The isovector component should vanish in isoscalar nuclei withZ = N .13 However, for
a generic nucleus with different number of protons and neutrons both the isoscalar a
isovector distributions are present. Heavy nuclei typically have a small excess of neutron
the protons and the distributionsf0 and f1 are quite different in such nuclei, as discuss
in Section 4.1.5. For this reason nuclear corrections depend on the isospin (quark fl
In order to illustrate this statement we calculate the ratiosR0 = q0/A(x)/(Aq0/p(x)) and
R1 = q1/A(x)/[(Z − N)q1/p(x)] for the iron nucleus using the proton PDFs of Ref. [39]. T
results are shown in Fig. 14. We note that the full nuclear correction is shown in case oq0/A,
i.e. the calculation includes effect of nuclear spectral function, off-shell correction, nuclea

13 It should be remarked that this statement applies to nuclear states with the total nuclear isospin 0. If highe
states are present for aZ = N nucleus, then the isovector distributionq1/A may be non-zero. The discussion of the
issues is postponed for future studies.
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and shadowing effects. However, for the isovector quark distributionq1/A we neglect possible
nuclear pion and shadowing effects.

7.1.2. Nuclear shadowing
In this section we discuss coherent nuclear effects in the context of parton distributio

this end we want to apply the approach discusses in Section 4.2.2. The multiple scatte
fects are generally different for different PDFs. We specify this statement by considering n
effects for quark distributions of differentC parity,q(±)(x) = q(x) ± q̄(x). In order to simplify
discussion we consider the isoscalar (anti)quark distributions,q = u + d and q̄ = ū + d̄ . The
C-odd distribution is in fact the valence quark distribution in the targetq(−) = qval. TheC-even
distribution at smallx describes the target quark sea.

In order to bridge between Section 4.2 and the present discussion we recall that the
ture functionF1 in the LT approximation is given byC-even distributionq(+). The structure
function F1 is transverse helicity structure function (more precise, the average over lef
right-polarized transverse helicity structure function, see Eq. (9)). At smallx, as discussed i
Section 4.2, nuclear effects are described by the propagation of hadronic component of
boson with the proper helicity state in nuclear environment. Eq. (63) applies in the case oq(+).

Similarly, the structure functionF3 in the LT approximation is given byC-odd (valence)
distribution q(−). In terms of helicity structure functions this is the asymmetry between
and right-polarized states. Therefore, nuclear corrections toq(−) at smallx can be described b
Eq. (66). We have for coherent nuclear corrections toq(+) andq(−) quark distributions

δR(+) = δq
(+)
A (x)

q
(+)
N (x)

= Re
(
a2
T CA

2

)
/ ImaT , (106a)

δR(−) = δq
(−)
A (x)

q
(−)
N (x)

= [
2 Re

(
�a aT CA

2

) − Im
(
�a a2

T CA
3

)]
/ Im�a, (106b)

whereCA
2 andCA

3 are given by Eqs. (62) and (67) with effective transverse scattering amp
aT = (i + αT )σ̄T /2. Eq. (106b) determines the nuclear shadowing effect for valence quar
tribution δRval = δR(−). The amplitude�a describes the left–right asymmetry in the transve
amplitude. In other terms�a can be interpreted as the difference betweenq̄N andqN scattering
amplitudes [61]. As discussed in Section 4.2.2 the correctionδR(−) does not depend on the sp
cific value of the cross section asymmetry�σ but does depend onα� = Re�a/ Im�a. The rate
of nuclear effects for bothC-even andC-odd distributions is determined by transverse amplit
aT . Nuclear shadowing effect for antiquark distributions can readily be derived from Eqs. (
and (106b) and we have

δRsea= δq̄A(x)

q̄N (x)
= δR(+) + qval/N (x)

2q̄N (x)

(
δR(+) − δR(−)

)
. (107)

The results of calculation of nuclear effects for valence quark and antiquark distributio
reported in Fig. 15. The calculations account of the effects of smearing with nuclear sp
function (FMB), off-shell corrections (OS), nuclear shadowing (NS), and nuclear pion (PI
rections. The FMB, OS, and PI corrections have been computed as discussed in Sectio
using our model spectral function, pion distribution function and off-shell correction desc
in Section 5. The NS correction for valence and sea distributions are computed by Eqs.
and (107) using the parameters of effective scattering amplitude derived from our fits (se
tions 5.7.2 and 6.2).
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Fig. 15. Nuclear effects for isoscalar valence and sea quark distributions calculated for iron nucleus atQ2 = 20 GeV2

(see text). The left panel displays different contributions toRval: the dot-dashed curve if only the effect of nucle
spectral function (FMB) and off-shell (OS) corrections are taken into account, the full curve is overall nuclear co
including nuclear shadowing effect (NS). The right panel displays similar contributions toRsea. The full curve also
includes the nuclear pion effect (PI), which is absent for the valence quark distribution.

A few remarks are in order. At smallx < 0.01 the NS effect for valence quark distribution
enhanced relative to that for nuclear sea. The underlying reason for that is the enhance
multiple scattering corrections for the cross section asymmetry as discussed in Section
we keep only the double scattering correction then the ratioδRval/δRsea is given by Eq. (60)
The OS correction is negative in this region. However, the combined effect of FMB and
somewhat different for valence and sea distributions as displayed in Fig. 15. This is attrib
differentx dependence of valence and sea in the nucleon which affect the result of the ave
with nuclear spectral function. Nevertheless, in spite of these differences, the overall n
corrections are similar for valence and sea forx < 0.01.14

One observes that nuclear corrections for valence and sea distributions are differen
antishadowing region. The antishadowing effect for valence (i.e. positive nuclear correct
a joint effect of two corrections both of which are positive: (1) the FMB and OS correc
and (2) the constructive interference in the multiple scattering effect which is due to a fini
part α� of the effective scattering amplitude in theC-odd channel (for this reason shadowi
becomes antishadowing, see the left panel of Fig. 15). For sea-quark distribution in the an
owing region we observe a cancellation between different effects. In this respect we rema
the contribution of the last term in Eq. (107) becomes increasingly important atx > 0.05, be-
cause of the ratioqval/N(x)/q̄N (x). This term is negative in this region and cancels a pos
nuclear pion contribution. As a result the overall nuclear correction to antiquark distribut
small for 0.02< x < 0.2. Note that this agrees with the results of E772 experiment, in whic
enhancement of nuclear sea was observed in DY nuclear processes [14].

It should be noted that the calculation of the relative nuclear correction for valence qua
tribution is stable with respect to the choice of the PDF set for entire region ofx (see also Fig. 14
for nuclear correction to valence distributions). Nuclear effects for sea quarks also depend
on the particular choice of PDF for smallx. However, at highx the calculation of nuclear effec
for antiquark distributions has larger uncertainties and the result is sensitive to both the
and the magnitude of the nucleon antiquark distribution (note the val/sea ratio in Eq. (107)).

14 Note that this discussion refers to a highQ2 ∼ 20 GeV2. At lower Q2 the balance between different nuclear effe
change.
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Fig. 16. Our predictions for the ratiosR2 (left plots) andR3 (right plots) for neutrino scattering on12C and56Fe (see
text). The curves are drawn forQ2 = 5, 10, 20 GeV2.

7.2. Neutrino interactions with nuclei

In this section we calculate nuclear effects for neutrino charged-current structure fun
using the approach developed in the previous sections. The study of neutrino interac
particularly interesting to this end since they are flavour sensitive and they are strongly influ
by the structure functionF3, which is not present in the electromagnetic case. We also
that due to the low interaction probability in practice the detection of neutrinos always re
heavy nuclear targets. Therefore, the knowledge of nuclear effects is crucial for understan
neutrino cross sections.

In order to compute corrections toFν
2 andFν

3 related to the averaging with nuclear spec
function (FMB and OS effects) we apply Eqs. (27) and (28) and use the off-shell functionδf2 ex-
tracted from the analysis of Section 5.7.2 for bothF2 andF3. Nuclear shadowing/antishadowin
corrections are computed as discussed in Section 4.2.

We focus here on the region of relatively high momentum transferQ2 > 5 GeV2 and assume
that coherent nuclear interactions driven by axial current are similar to those of vector cur
largeQ2 and that they can be described by the effective amplitude extracted from the anal
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Fig. 17. Our predictions for the ratiosR2 (left plots) andR3 (right plots) for neutrino scattering on40Ar and208Pb (see
text). The curves are drawn forQ2 = 5, 10, 20 GeV2.

Sections 5.5 to 5.7.3.15 A detailed study of nuclear effects in (anti)neutrino interactions includ
the lowQ2 region will be the subject of a future publication [80].

We calculate the ratiosRν
2 = FνA

2 /(AFνN
2 ) andRν

3 = xF νA
3 /(AxFνN

3 ), whereN denotes the
isoscalar nucleon (averaged over proton and neutron), for the most common nuclear targ
by recent neutrino experiments:12C (NOMAD [81]), 56Fe (NuTeV [82], MINOS [83]),40Ar
(ICARUS [84]) and207Pb (OPERA [85], CHORUS [89]). Our results for bothF2 andxF3 are
shown in Figs. 16 and 17 for different values ofQ2. We briefly comment on the main features th
distinguish the nuclear corrections in neutrino DIS from the ones in charged-lepton DIS (F

µ
2 ). By

comparing Figs. 8 and 16 we observe that nuclear effects forFν
2 andF

µ
2 in the coherent regio

are similar (note that we restrict the present discussion to relatively highQ2). However, at large
x nuclear effects forFν

2 andF
µ
2 are somewhat different. In particular, we note thatRν

2 > Rµ
2 in

the dip region ofx ∼ 0.6–0.8. This is because the neutron excess correction is positive foFν
2 ,

while it is negative forFµ
2 . From Figs. 16 and 17 one can also observe that nuclear effe

15 Note that the interactions of the axial-vector current at lowQ2 are essentially different from those of the vec
current. This region requires a special analysis which goes beyond the scope of the present paper.
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Fig. 18. Comparison of different nuclear effects calculated for neutrinoxF3 at Q2 = 10 GeV2 for 207Pb target. The
labels on the curves correspond to the effects included in turn: the averaging with nuclear spectral function
off-shell correction (OS), nuclear pion excess (PI) and coherent multiple-scattering correction (NS). The cal
takes into account the target mass and the neutron excess corrections. Note thatxF3 is not corrected for pion exces
effect (overlapping dashed and dashed-dotted curves).

largex are similar for neutrinoF2 andxF3. However, at smallx the nuclear shadowing effe
for xF3 is systematically larger as follows from Eq. (60).

Fig. 18 illustrates different nuclear corrections toxF ν
3 for 207Pb target computed at fixedQ2.

The enhancement at intermediatex values is a joined effect of all considered nuclear correc
(see also Fig. 15 and discussion in Section 7.1.2). In the case ofF2 the “antishadowing” atx ∼ 0.1
is due to off-shell and nuclear pion corrections.16 Note that the nuclear pion excess effect can
neglected in the case ofxF3, in contrast to the case ofF2. Indeed, in the isoscalar nucleus t
pion correction depends on pion structure functions averaged over different pion states aFπ

3
vanishes after such averaging. A small isovector correction which is proportional toπ+ − π−
asymmetry in the nuclear pion distribution functions (see Eq. (105)) is also neglected.

The study ofxF3 is particularly important since it allows to test the normalization of nuc
valence quark number. As discussed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 the conservation of the
valence quark number was used in our analysis in order to test the balance between
shadowing and off-shell effects. The valence quark (baryon) number of the target is rela
the integral of neutrino and antineutrino averagedF3, the Gross–Llewellyn-Smith (GLS) su
rule [90]. We remark, however, that in QCD this relation is not exact and only holds in the le
twist and the leading order inαS and is corrected by both the radiative [91] and the higher-t
effects. It would be interesting to experimentally address the question of nuclear modifi
of the GLS sum rule. New measurements ofxF3 from neutrino and antineutrino scattering o

16 See also Fig. 3 forFµ
2 . Note, however, that the neutron excess correction has a different sign forF

µ
2 andFν

2 that
explains the differences between the magnitude of nuclear effects in Figs. 3 and 17.
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Table 5
List of recent nuclear data which can be used to study nuclear effects on neutrino structure functions

Experiment Targets CC statistics (×106) Data taking Reference

NOMAD 12C 1.3(0.06) ν(ν̄) 1995–1998 [81]
27Al 1.5(0.07) ν(ν̄)
56Fe 12.5(0.6) ν(ν̄)

CHORUS 207Pb 1.3(0.3) ν(ν̄) 1998 [89]
NuTeV 56Fe 2.7(1.2) ν(ν̄) 1996–1997 [82]

different nuclei would help to clarify this issue, provided they can reach a precision comp
to the size of the effects we observe in our analysis (typically 1%, see Fig. 5).

We conclude this section by remarking that in spite of the major interest of neutrino
probe for nuclear effects, virtually no precise experimental information is available so far i
region. The only direct measurements of nuclear effects on neutrino DIS cross section
performed by BEBC [86] (20Ne/D) and CDHSW [87] (56Fe/p). However, these results are a
fected by large statistical and systematic uncertainties. It should be emphasized that neutr
provides information complementary to that of the charged-lepton scattering and, therefo
completion of new high-statistics measurements would have a large impact on our unders
of nuclear effects. The NOMAD experiment [81] collected large neutrino samples on12C, 27Al
and56Fe targets allowing a study of nuclear effects from27Al/12C and56Fe/12C ratios [19]. The
recent NuTeV cross section data [88] also provide information on nuclear effects in56Fe. In ad-
dition, the CHORUS experiment [89] is extracting neutrino cross sections from the intera
collected on207Pb. Table 5 summarizes the various (anti)neutrino data samples.

8. Summary

We presented a detailed phenomenological study of unpolarized nuclear structure fu
for a wide kinematical region ofx andQ2. A general approach was developed which, on
side, includes the main nuclear corrections and, on the other side, provides a good des
of data on nuclear structure functions. We take into account the QCD treatment of the n
structure functions and address a number of nuclear effects including nuclear shadowing
motion and nuclear binding, nuclear pions and off-shell corrections to bound nucleon str
functions.

Starting from a relativistic approach in the description of nuclear DIS we then exploite
fact that characteristic energy and momentum of bound nucleon are small compared to
cleon mass. This allowed us to compute nuclear corrections in terms of non-relativistic n
spectral function, the quantity which is well constrained by data at low- and intermediate-e
regions. Our analysis suggested that data cannot be quantitatively explained in impulse
imation by applying “standard” Fermi motion and nuclear binding corrections even at lax.
This motivated us to address the off-shell effect in bound nucleon structure functions. Th
rection was parametrized in terms of a few parameters which were extracted from data, t
with their uncertainties. The effective scattering amplitude which determines the magnit
nuclear shadowing effect was also addressed phenomenologically.

It should be emphasized that the phenomenological parameters of our model refer to
cleon structure and for this reason they are common to all nuclei. We verified this hypothe
extracting them from different subsets of nuclei. Overall, we obtained an excellent agre
between our calculations and data by using only three independent parameters. Our resu
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that inclusive nuclear DIS data have a good sensitivity to off-shell effects, allowing a p
determination of this correction. We also note that the study of semi-inclusive nuclear D
which the kinematics of the active nucleon can be controlled by selecting certain final
would provide additional information on the off-shell effect.

The off-shell effect is related to the modification of the nucleon structure in nuclear env
ment. This relation was discussed in terms of a simple model in which the off-shell effect a
x was linked to the modification of the bound nucleon core radius. We found that the off
correction derived from our analysis favours the increase in the nucleon core radius in n
environment.

We studied in detail theQ2 andA dependencies of nuclear corrections. One important
plication was the calculation of nuclear effects for deuterium, which is of primary intere
the problem of the extraction of the neutron structure functions. We also applied our mo
study nuclear valence and sea quark distributions, as well as the flavour (isospin) depend
nuclear effects.

Another important application was the calculation of nuclear structure functions for ne
scattering. In the present paper we evaluated nuclear corrections for charged-current n
structure functions for relatively highQ2, which are relevant for the analysis of existing D
neutrino data. More detailed studies of neutrino and antineutrino interactions for both ch
current and neutral-current scattering are planned in future publications.
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Appendix A. Integration in nuclear convolution

The integration in convolution formulas is constrained by the requirement that the inv
mass of bound nucleon and the virtual photon is high enough for producing physical final
In particular, for the region of invariant masses of final states larger than a given massMX the
required relation is

W2 � M2
X, (A.1)

whereW2 = (p+q)2 andp the four-momentum of the bound nucleon. The threshold of inela
channels corresponds to pion production andMX = M +mπ and by settingMX = M we include
the elastic channel. Here we discuss in detail the constraints on the integration region
convolution formulas due to Eq. (A.1). Note that Eq. (A.1) is equivalent to

p0 + q0 � EX, (A.2)

whereEX = (M2
X + (p + q)2)1/2 andp0 = M + ε. Using this equation we can write the integ

over the bound nucleon four-momentum in convolution formulas as∫
d4p θ

(
W2 − M2

X

) =
∫

d3p

∫
dε. (A.3)
EX−q0−M
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This equation should be applied together with the nuclear spectral function and other fun
in the convolution formulas. The energy integration in Eq. (A.3) corresponds to the integ
over the excitation energies of the residual nucleus.

We first consider the spectral function

P(ε,p) = 2πδ(ε − εp)n(p), (A.4)

εp = ε0 − p2/(2m0). (A.5)

This is the relevant case for the deuterium, for whichε0 = εD andm0 = M (see Eq. (39)), an
also for the model spectral functionPMF with m0 = MA−1 the mass of the residual nucle
andε0 = −E(1) the nucleon separation energy averaged over mean-field configurations
residual nucleus (see Eq. (74) and the discussion thereafter).

The energy integration in Eq. (A.3) can easily be performed and inequality (A.2) then be

q0 + M + εp � EX. (A.6)

This inequality provides the constraints on the momentum space in Eq. (A.3). In order to s
explicitly we chose the coordinate system such that the momentum transfer has only long
componentq = (q0,0⊥,−|q|). Then after some algebra (A.6) can be written as (we retain
the terms linear inεp)

p2/(2m∗) − pz − p∗ � 0, (A.7)

where the notations are

γp∗ = M

[
1− x

(
1+ �

Q2

)
+ ε0γ2

M

]
, (A.8a)

m∗ = m0|q|
m0 + q0 + M

, (A.8b)

and� = M2
X − M2, γ = |q|/q0, andγ2 = 1+ M/q0.

Inequality (A.7) is most easily solved in terms oflongitudinal and transverse coordinates,
p = (p⊥,pz). In this case, the solution to (A.7) can be written as{

p−
z � pz � p+

z ,

0� p2⊥ � T 2,
(A.9)

whereT 2 = m2∗ + 2m∗p∗ is maximum transverse momentum squared of the bound nucleo
the given kinematical conditions) andp±

z correspond to those longitudinal momenta at wh
the left side of (A.7) is 0,

p±
z = m∗ ± (

T 2 − p2⊥
)1/2

. (A.10)

The momentum integral in Eq. (A.3) in terms of these variables is

∫
W2�M2

d3p = π θ(T )

T 2∫
0

dp2⊥

p+
z∫

p−
dpz. (A.11)
X z
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The requirementT 2 � 0 gives the constraint on possiblex andQ2 in inelastic scattering of
bound nucleon.17

In spherical coordinateswe introduce the azimuthal angleθ between thez-axis and the direc
tion of the momentumpz = p cosθ (herep = |p|). The solution to (A.7) splits into two differen
regions with respect to the sign ofp∗ and the momentum integral in convolution formula can
written as∫

W2�M2
X

d3p =
{

2π
∫ 1
−1 d cosθ

∫ p+(cosθ)

0 dp p2, if p∗ > 0,

2π
∫ 1
c∗ d cosθ

∫ p+(cosθ)

p−(cosθ) dp p2, if −m∗
2 � p∗ � 0,

(A.12)

wherep±(cosθ) are the values ofp at which the left side of (A.7) is 0

p±(cosθ) = m∗ cosθ ±
√

(m∗ cosθ)2 + 2m∗p∗ (A.13)

andc∗ = (2|p∗|/m∗)1/2. The first case in (A.12) applies ifx < 1 as can be readily seen fro
Eqs. (A.8), while the last case concerns the regionsx ∼ 1 andx > 1.

We now consider generic spectrum in Eq. (A.3). The upper limit of energy integrati
determined by the threshold separation energyεth. We recall that in our notations the separat
energyε = EA

0 − EA−1, whereEA
0 is the ground state energy of the target nucleus andEA−1

is the energy of the residual nucleus including the recoil energy. Therefore, for the given
momentumεth = ε0 − p2/(2m0), whereε0 = EA

0 − EA−1
0 is the difference of the ground sta

energies of the target and the residual nucleus andm0 = MA−1 is the mass of the residual nucleu
The constraints on the momentum space in Eq. (A.3) directly follow from

EX − q0 − M � εth. (A.14)

This inequality, written in terms ofε0 andm0, is equivalent to (A.6). Therefore, the discussion
(A.6) can be taken over (A.14). In particular, the solutions to (A.14) in terms of the longitu
and transverse momentum are given by Eqs. (A.9) and (A.10). The integration in (A.3) in
of these variables can be written as

∫
W2�M2

X

d4p = π θ
(
T 2) T 2∫

0

dp2⊥

p+
z∫

p−
z

dpz

εth∫
EX−q0−M

dε, (A.15)

where the limits of integration are similar to those in Eq. (A.11) and given by (A.8)–(A.10)
The integration in spherical coordinates is

∫
W2�M2

X

d4p =



2π
∫ 1
−1 d cosθ

∫ p+(cosθ)

0 dp p2
∫ εth
EX−q0−M

dε, if p∗ > 0,

2π
∫ 1
c∗ d cosθ

∫ p+(cosθ)

p−(cosθ) dp p2
∫ εth
EX−q0−M

dε, if −m∗
2 � p∗ � 0,

(A.16)

where the notations are similar to those in Eq. (A.12).

17 The equationT 2 = 0 determines the maximum possiblex which can be achieved in DIS from bound nucleon.
application to the deuteron this givesx = 3/2 (neglectingQ−2 terms andεd/M corrections in Eq. (A.8)). This is
different from the kinematical maximumx = MD/M ≈ 2, which corresponds to elastic scattering from the deutero
a whole. We comment that the limitx = 3/2 was derived keeping linear terms inε/M . However, the events with suc
largex are due to high-momentum configurationsp ∼ M in the wave function and, therefore, require fully relativis
description.
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Appendix B. Multiple scattering coefficients for uniform nuclear density

The magnitude of coherent nuclear effects in theC-even andC-odd structure functionsF2
andF3 is determined by the termsCA

2 andCA
3 (see Eqs. (62) and (67)). These quantities ca

computed analytically for uniform density distribution with a sharp edge (square well m
ρA(r) = ρ0θ(RA − |r|), which is a reasonable approximation for large nuclei [65]. The nuc
radiusRA in this model is related to the r.m.s. nuclear radius asR2

A = 5
3〈r2〉 and the centra

nuclear density isρ0 = A/(4π
3 R3

A) with A the number of nucleons. The coefficientsCA
2 andCA

3
are

CA
2 = Aρ0RA ϕSW

2 (y), (B.1a)

CA
3 = A(ρ0RA)2ϕSW

3 (y), (B.1b)

whereϕSW
2,3 are the functions of dimensionless and complex variabley = 2i(ρ0a − kL)RA

ϕSW
2 (y) = [

6− 3y2 − 2y3 + 6(y − 1)exp(y)
]
/y4, (B.2a)

ϕSW
3 (y) = 12

[−4+ y2 + y3/3+ (2− y)2 exp(y)
]
/y5. (B.2b)

If the real part of the amplitudea andkL can be neglected (which is a reasonable approxima
for x � 0.1), theny = RA/lf with lf = (ρ0σ)−1 the mean free path of the particle in a nucleu
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